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HALLOWEEN SPOOKTACULAR

Ghosts, ghouls and goblins got a head start on their trick-or-treating this year 
at a Connaught Avenue street party hosted by neighbours, including Emily,  
Gregory, Anna and Stephanie, above. In addition to going door-to-door for sweet 
treats, youngsters and the young at heart got into the spooky spirit in many  
different ways. For more Halloween action, please see Page 15.
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Budget talks begin, but no  
word yet on tax hike

By Brock Weir

Aurora residents will have to wait a little longer to get a rough idea of  just how much of  
a tax increase might be coming their way next year.

Councillors began tackling the 2014 Budget at a special General Committee meeting 
Monday night. Led by Treasurer Dan Elliott, it was an overview of  what is in store. The 
bulk of  the discussion was dominated by the capital budget, but a preliminary operating 
budget, the portion of  the budget having a most direct impact on the tax dollar, will have to 
wait another day. 

“As of  today, for the operating budget, I have been compelled to keep a fairly tight lid 
on things and we’re working on doing that,” Mr. Elliott told Councillors on Monday. “I 
understand the operating budget is not complete. Last year for the first time I threw out a 
percentage number and that was as it stood on my desk at the time. I’m not going to do that 
today.”

Mr. Elliott was referring to the 8.2 per cent tax increase floated at the start of  last year’s 
budget season. This number was eventually whittled down to 3.42 per cent after significant 
savings, duplications, and other issues were found. After the 2013 budget was signed, sealed 
and delivered, some Councillors took issue with the fact such a high estimate was released 
when it was not even close to what they expected the finished number to be. 

That process, contended Councillor Michael Thompson at the time, created negativity at 
that time and he called for more accurate numbers earlier this fall. 

“No pain, no gain, my friend!” – 
These were the words from a son 
to his mother as she underwent 
a significant personal challenge. 
Now, four years after her son’s 
death in Afghanistan, these words 
have extra poignancy for Donna 
Beek, Aurora’s Silver Cross Mother. 
For more, please see Page 9.   
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Aurora Public Library  

On Saturday, November 9, from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. children ages six 
to 10 are invited to join us for some creative fun for LEGO day at 
the Aurora Public Library. Meet new friends and work together to 
make amazing LEGO creations!  Although drop-ins are welcome, 
it is recommended that you reserve your child’s spot by calling 
905-727-9494 ext. 280. 

Aurora author Gerry Fostaty will visit the Aurora Public Library on Monday, 
November 11 at 7 p.m. to discuss his book, “As You Were: The Tragedy at Valcartier.” 
This is the only full account of the grenade tragedy of 1974 that killed six cadets and 
injured 54 more at the Royal Canadian Armed Forces base in Quebec. To reserve your 
spot, please call 905-727-9494 ext. 275. 

2014 Winter Parks & Recreation Guide 

Look for your copy of the 2014 Winter Parks & Recreation Guide being delivered in 
The Banner on Sunday, November 10. Copies will also be available for pick-up at 
various Town facilities and online at www.aurora.ca/programguide

Aurora Seniors’ Centre Holiday Bazaar  

Join us on Friday, November 9 from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. for the annual Holiday Bazaar. 
The Aurora Seniors’ Centre is located at 90 John West Way. 

For more information, please call 905-726-4767.                   

2014 Heritage Advisory Committee Awards of Excellence  

The Town of Aurora’s Heritage Advisory Committee invites residents to nominate a project 
for the annual Awards of Excellence. These awards recognize excellence in preservation, 
restoration and/or enhancements of cultural heritage properties. Nominations will be 
accepted for projects that have been completed in the last two years. 

The committee will accept nominations from November 1 until the deadline of 
Friday, November 29.

Successful candidates will be announced at the Heritage Celebration Ceremony during 
Heritage Week in February. 

For program eligibility details and nomination forms, please visit www.aurora.ca. For 
further information, please contact the Planning and Development Services Department, 
Town of Aurora, at 905-727-3123 ext. 4226 or email planning@aurora.ca

REMINDERS
Winter Parking Restrictions in effect from November 15 
to April 15, 2 a.m. to 6 a.m.  

It’s that time of year again! Snow and ice are due to arrive soon. Please make it safe for 
everyone and ensure that your vehicles are not parked on the street. It is also important 
to not park over sidewalks or onto the roadway.  This is a hazard for residents and it 
severely hinders the ability of our infrastructure and Environmental Services staff to 
efficiently plow our roads and sidewalks.  For more information, please call 
905-726-4751 or visit www.aurora.ca

Municipal street tree block pruning 

Residents are advised that the municipal street tree block pruning is underway and will 
continue through December. For a complete list of streets, please visit the front page of 
the Town’s website at www.aurora.ca

If you have any questions, please contact the Parks & Recreation Services department at 
905-727-3123 ext. 3223.

AURORA 150 FACT:

Image courtesy of Aurora Historical Society

Water Tower

This is a postcard of the power house and water tower in 
Aurora. The waterworks were constructed in 1888 and a 
hydro substation was added in 1914. The water tower was 
demolished in 1928.

PUBLIC NOTICES
Notification of Construction  

Please be advised that effective October 31, Yonge Street 
at Centre Street will be under construction for a duration 
of approximately two weeks, weather permitting. Traffic on 
Yonge Street may be reduced to one northbound lane and 
one southbound lane. Traffic on Centre Street will also be 
reduced to one lane. Hours of construction are 7 a.m. to 
7 p.m., Monday to Friday and 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturdays.

Temporary Road Closure Notice – 
Remembrance Day  

Please be advised of the following temporary road 
closures on Sunday, November 10 for the annual Royal 
Canadian Legion’s Remembrance Day Parade:

10:20 a.m. to 10:50 a.m. – Westbound Dunning 
Avenue from G.W. Williams Secondary School 
and southbound curb lane on Yonge Street to the 
Cenotaph near Murray Drive/Edward Street 

10:45 a.m. to noon – Yonge Street from Murray 
Drive/Edward Street to Allaura Boulevard/Henderson 
Drive. Detours will be established on Edward Street 
and Allaura Boulevard

11:50 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. – Northbound curb lane on 
Yonge Street from the Cenotaph near Murray Drive/
Edward Street and eastbound Dunning Avenue to 
G.W. Williams Secondary School

In addition, Yonge Street will be closed from Murray 
Drive/Edward Street to Allaura Boulevard/Henderson 
Drive on Monday, November 11 from 10:30 a.m. to 
noon. The detour route will be on Edward Street and 
Allaura Boulevard.

Scheduled Interruption – Town Facilities 
Telephone and Voicemail Service 

Please be advised that The Town of Aurora has scheduled a 
service interruption in order to upgrade the telephone and 
voicemail system of Town facilities. With the exception of 
cell phones, all Town telephone services will be affected. 
The Town has made arrangements to re-route all incoming 
calls to a call-answering agency in order to assist with the 
handling of Town business during the interruption.

This interruption will take place on 
Saturday, November 9 from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.

This will impact both Town Hall and all remote Town 
facilities, including Emergency phones. Fax and debit 
machines at remote Town facilities will not be affected.

2014 Budget  

The Town of Aurora has started its 2014 Budget review 
sessions. Residents are invited and encouraged to have 
their voices heard by attending and speaking at any of 
the upcoming sessions:

Monday, November 18 at 9 a.m.
Review of Capital Budget

Monday, November 25 at 7 p.m.
Capital Budget Continued

Tuesday, December 17 at 7 p.m.
Capital Budget Continued

Meetings will continue into January and February 2014. 

All meetings will be held in Council Chambers, located at 
Aurora Town Hall, 100 John West Way. 

Public input will be received at the beginning of each 
meeting. Those who wish to speak are encouraged to 
register with the Clerk’s office in advance by emailing 
CSecretariat@aurora.ca Those who do not register will 
be allowed to make a presentation if time permits.

Budget information will be posted to the Town’s website 
at www.aurora.ca/2014budget and updated throughout 
the process. For more information about the 2014 
Budget, please contact Dan Elliott, Director of Corporate 
and Finanical Services/Treasurer at 
ourtownbudget@aurora.ca 

Advisory Committee Seeks New Member 

Aurora Town Council invites residents within the Southeast 
Old Aurora district to participate as a citizen member on the 
Heritage Conservation sub-committee. The Town of Aurora 
is seeking one representative who resides within the area 
outlined below to help contribute to Aurora’s rich history. 

Applications are available from the Customer and Legislative 
Services department on the second floor of Town Hall, 
100 John West Way, or from the Town’s website at 
www.aurora.ca  For more information, please contact Patty 
Thoma, Council/Committee Co-ordinator, Town of Aurora, at 
905-727-3123 ext. 4227 or pthoma@aurora.ca

WHAT’S HAPPENING

Dinner and a Movie   

Parental Guidance (Rated PG)
 

Where:  Aurora Public Library

When:  Saturday, November 9 
 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Ages:  11 to 14 year-olds

Price:  Entry is $3 per person and 
 pizza will be served.

For more information, please call 905-727-3123 ext. 3127.      

                                            

 

COUNCIL AND COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

Wednesday, November 6 7 p.m. Accessibility Advisory Committee
Thursday, November 7 7 p.m. Environmental Advisory Committee 
Monday, November 11 7 p.m. Heritage Advisory Committee
Tuesday, November 12 7 p.m. Council
Wednesday, November 13 7 p.m. Sesquicentennial Ad Hoc Committee
Thursday, November 14 7 p.m. Economic Development Advisory Committee
Thursday, November 14 7:30 p.m. Committee of Adjustment
Friday, November 15 10 a.m. Trails and Active Transportation Committee

Meetings are open to the public and held at Aurora Town Hall. Council meetings can be seen on Rogers TV, channel 10. 
For a full list of upcoming meetings, please visit www.aurora.ca/calendar 

On Remembrance Day,  
we honour the sacrifices of our  

veterans and those who continue 
to make our freedom possible.

Lest we forget
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By Brock Weir

Selena Stronach has a 
little corner of  her barn 
bearing an ever-widening 
row of  ribbons collected at 
fairs around Ontario. 

But the 12-year-old 
Aurora cattle farmer will 
have to make room for a 
few more this week as she 
basks in the glory of  a big 
win Saturday at the Royal 
Agricultural Winter Fair. 
Her cow, Bugsy, won Grand 
Champion at the Royal, and 
came very close to reaching 
the pinnacle of  Supreme. 

“It was really exciting 
for me,” said Selena at her 
Daisy Springs farm in east 
Aurora. 

Selena caught the 
passion for cattle breeding 
from her father, Andy, and 
was truly bitten by the bug 
over three years ago when 
he entered some prized 
Angus in an agricultural 
show in Orangeville.

“My dad owns a lot of  
cows and he showed a cow 
once named Georgina in 
Orangeville,” says Selena. 
“I really fell in love with 
showing cows because it 
is so fascinating when you 
get to go into the show ring, 
even at huge shows like the 
Royal.”

Although she didn’t 
get into the ring herself  
this year, watching from 
the sidelines as her cows 
made the grade was no less 
exciting. Selena started 
Daisy Springs when she 
got her first cow, the aptly 
named “Daisy.” Daisy was 
a bit of  a challenge for the 
budding farmer.

“When she first came, 
Daisy wasn’t happy here,” 
she recalls. “They broke 
her from her mom too early 
and she didn’t have the 
attitude [for showing] and 
she is still not a cow that 
you would show in a show 
ring.”

Nevertheless, Daisy has 
pride of  place in her new 
home, contented, and very 

happy to see Selena when 
she strides out on the field. 
Although they are Angus 
cattle, they are, at the end 
of  the day, her pets – and 
among a menagerie that 
includes a dog, rabbits, 
and a new kitten making 
himself  at home in the 
barn.

“I’m an animal lover,” 
says Selena. “I just like any 
type of  animal, but cows 
are my favourite. They are 
really gentle and they are 
made for mankind, unlike 
most animals that try to 
bite your head off !”

In the run-up to the 
Royal, or any show, for 
that matter, Selena likens 
the process to a “beauty 
pageant.” Judges look for 
a “big, masculine-looking” 
cow regardless of  gender, 
special preparation needs 
to be done to their fur to 
accentuate their muscles, 
and there needs to be 
training to keep their heads 
held high and their gait 

even,” she says. Waddling, 
she added, should be kept 
to a minimum. 

“You walk them to get 
their walk right, and you 
get them to practice for 
a show. When you get up 
there, you bathe them to 
make them beautiful, blow 
dry them, and clip them. If  
it’s the day before a show, 
you then put them in a 
box stall so they won’t get 
dirty.”

Selena not only came 
back from the Royal with a 
ribbon, but also a new calf  
bought to join the family at 
Daisy Springs. When she 
looks for a new cow to add 
to the farm, she looks for 
one that is calm, cool, and 
collected, one that can face 
the scrutiny of  being in the 
ring.

Raising cattle is not 
just a hobby for Selena. 
She hopes to continue to 
do this on a professional 
basis. Right now, she is a 
member of  the 4H Club, 

Briefly

HOLOCAUST EDUCATION WEEK 
This is Holocaust Education Week and a string of  events will be 

held across the Region, focusing on sharing personal and collective 
experiences. Here in Aurora, the Aurora United Church (15186 
Yonge Street) will host a special event this Thursday, November  
7, with guest speaker Leslie Meisels, who will share his personal 
story. Meisels was born in Hungary, and after his father was taken 
to a forced labour camp in 1944, he and the rest of  his family were 
taken to Bergen-Belsen at the age of  18. Nearly a year later, they were 
put on a death train, but were liberated en route by American troops. 
The talk begins at 7 p.m.

VICE PRINCIPAL CHARGED
Toronto Police have charged an Aurora man with obstructing 

a peace officer after allegedly helping a student evade an arrest. 
Timothy Fisher, 49, a vice-principal at Danforth Collegiate & 
Technical Institute, was charged Thursday night in connection with 
an incident the previous day. “It is alleged that a young person was 
named in outstanding warrants for arrest,” said Toronto Police 
in a statement on Friday. “Timothy Fisher was aware the student 
was wanted by police [and] aided and abetted the young person in 
leaving the school property before police could locate and arrest the 
young person. The young person was later arrested for the unrelated 
matter.” Anyone with information is asked to contact Toronto Police 
at 416-808-5400.

Personal Training, that really is personal, whatever your 
goals are. Exercise plans are combined with  nutrition advice, 
weights, cardio, yoga and meditation. I take the whole person 

approach and design a program for you. Fully certified  
kinesiologist and personal training specialist. 

Come see me and see 
how great you can feel every day!! 

angelatrevivian@gmail.com 
or call or text 289-338-4011
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  and REHAB
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Join us 
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The Town of Aurora’s 

annual 
evening parade!

Parade runs south on  Yonge Street from 

Orchard Heights Boulevard to Murray Drive

Saturday, November 23, 2013

6  p.m. to 8 p.m.

Call 905-726-4762 or
visit www.aurora.ca for more information
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Young cattle farmer wins big at Royal Winter Fair

which goes every year to 
the Royal, participating in 
the agricultural shows. 

“If  you love what you’re 
doing and really commit to 
it, you can get a scholarship 
to a great agricultural 
school and you can learn 
all about agriculture,” she 
says. 

In the more immediate 
future, however, Selena has 
her eyes firmly on spring 
shows in Orangeville, and 
then future shows close 
by such as Markham and 
Uxbridge, and as far afield 
as Prince Edward Island. 

12-year-old Selena Stronach of Aurora’s Daisy Springs Farms came away from the 
Royal Winter Fair this Saturday as Grand Champion as six of her Angus cows wowed 
judges at the annual Toronto event. Selena is pictured at her family farm Monday 
with a new calf bought at this year’s fair.              Auroran photo by Brock Weir
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Last month, Governor General 
David Johnston alighted out of  his 
limo, inspected the guard of  honour, 
and dutifully walked under the portico 
of  the Peace Tower, as he does every 
year, to read the Speech from the 
Throne. 

Fully ensconced in the red chamber, 
the epicentre of  so much speculation, 
controversy, and general resentment 
and anger in recent weeks, he surveyed 
the scene. His findings, of  course, were 
not spontaneous. After all, everything 
in the Throne Speech is, as we all know, 
prepared well in advance and nothing 
left to chance. 

What struck him – or, rather the 
PMO – were the murals so familiar to 
anyone who has ever seen inside the 
Senate Chamber, whether in person 
or from the comfort of  our own living 
rooms, evoking the spirit and the 
sacrifice of  the First World War. 

When I was in Grade 8, our school’s 
two graduating classes took a poll of  
where we wanted to go for our final 
trip. Eventually the vote came down 
to either Quebec City or Ottawa. 
Ostensibly, we were told Ottawa was 
first past the post (although the reality 
is it was more than likely the most 
cost-effective option) and a couple of  
months later we were on the big, yellow 
bus bound for the Nation’s Capital. 

Walking up Parliament Hill and up 
the very steps the Governor General 
took last month was almost an 
otherworldly experience for me. 

After getting bitten by the political 
bug at an oddly early age, it was almost 
too much to take in on one school trip. 
But, when our tour eventually wound 
its way down to the Senate, I was struck 
by the murals as well, and the fact they 
were completed while the final days 
of  the war were still vivid memories, 
families who lost fathers, husbands, 
and sons still stinging from their loss. 
And, if  your imagination was potent 
enough, you could almost catch the 
whiff  of  the conscription debates still 
wafting down the vaunted halls.  

Our tour guide made quite the 
fuss about the artwork, underscoring 
their importance in memorialising 
“The Great War.” Some snickered and 
made sarcastic, self-satisfied asides 

on the “greatness” of  war, leaving our 
unfortunate tour guide to sputter. She 
did her best to explain, but admittedly 
it does seem like a strange moniker 
considering the horrors that were to 
come. 

Few words, however, are adequate 
to encompass the upheaval such a 
thing was, something unlike anything 
the world had ever seen – and nobody 
was immune to it. My own thoughts 
were back a few generations to my own 
family. For, as much as the Great War 
destroyed families, in its own peculiar 
way, it almost lay the foundation for 
my own. 

Afterwards, I pondered the path 
my great-grandfather took as the 
youngest of  multiple sons of  a mildly 
prosperous general store owner in 
small town Ontario, and the uphill 
battle he must have fought to become a 
doctor in the lead-up to the war. 

I thought of  the options he weighed, 
the fork in the road before him, before 
deciding to go off  to the front well 
before conscription to tend to the 
wounded. What horrors did he see 
over there? Did he tend to friends? 
What went through his mind if  he 
had to unsuccessfully tend, perhaps, 
someone he became close to on the 
overseas journey? How much of  a 
factor did it contribute to the ill health 
that plagued him through much of  his 
later life, before finally succumbing to 
a heart attack at the age of  39, vaguely 
classified as a casualty of  war by the 
Federal Government, even though it 
was 10 years after the Armistice?

Then there was the matter of  a 
young girl from an equally small, but 
slightly further flung Ontario town. 

As a young girl, she might have found 
inspiration reading stories about the 
Lady with the Lamp, propelling her on 
the path to become a nurse.

With hospitals all around, what 
went through her mind when she 
decided to pack up and head over like 
so many other young women in the 
Empire, to ply her trade on the war 
fields of  France? 

Fate eventually brought these two 
together in the field, but what was 
the singular event where they met? 
Did they have a common drive and 
click over a shared sense of  purpose? 
Evidently, there was something at work 
there as my grandfather came into the 
world with just two months – less four 
days – to go before the Armistice. 

As these three leaves on my family 
tree turned gold and ruby and were 
blown away by the winter winds well 
before I was born, many of  these 
questions are still unanswered. The 
fact I will never have all the missing 
pieces to this puzzle will continue to 
spark my imagination, and perhaps 
that is a silver lining. It is with this 
sense, however, I am very intrigued 
by the announcement of  extensive 
celebrations to mark the 100th 
anniversary next August of  the war 
breaking out. 

The announcement was part of  a 
larger celebratory theme of  upcoming 
anniversaries, Commemorating the 
centennial of  the outbreak of  any war, 
let alone one which felled hundreds of  
thousands of  Canadians, might seem 
like an odd thing to celebrate. Indeed, 
it is a difficult line to tread and justify, 
as British Prime Minister David 
Cameron recently found out, when 
he came under fire after comparing 
his Government’s plans to a party not 
unlike the recent Diamond Jubilee. 

But, perhaps rather than marking 
the dead when the anniversary comes 
around in 2014, it might be worth 
paying tribute to the collective spirit 
of  these men and women, the pride 
and determination they had as they 
boarded their ships for the road less 
travelled, and what they ultimately 
hoped to achieve, with the knowledge 
they might have to pay the ultimate 
price. 

To submit a letter to the editor, please send your email to letters@auroran.com.
Deadline for submissions is Sunday at 1 p.m.
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Tales of a Halloween  
foot soldier

Aurora’s Haunted Forest 
crossed the line: Reader

As I was trotting along with the young ones in their – up 
until now – annual Halloween-treat collection, I became 
aware of   pass-it-on, word of  mouth communication 
among the munchkins, when they were told of  “a house 
around the corner”, where full size chocolate bars were 
being handed out.

Sure enough, upon reaching the street, a good sized 
mascot, representing the chocolate bar manufacturer, 
was displayed in the driveway in one of  the first houses 
and the kind lady handing out the bars revealed of  her 
work related connection with the manufacturer.  

I am sure that location will be permanently 
programmed in their memory.

I was always, somewhat, of  the opinion (probably 
more on the advice of  the dentist) that children should 
no longer go out for Halloween treat collection, once 
they no longer needed to be accompanied by a parent. 
I was nearly knocked down by a rushing tall, well 
Halloween attired young fellow, who, at my 5’ 10”, was 
a least 6 inches taller than I, instantly bringing to mind 
the possible obliging frame of  compassion of  Raptors 
management’s part in having their young recruits 
participate in Halloween in that manner.

Also young tall girls, all properly Halloween dressed 
up, but probably old enough to work at McDonalds or 
Tim Hortons, came whooshing by ensuring that they 
would not overlook one of  the houses.

The children used small Halloween shaped buckets, 
which were from time to time emptied in a pillow case 
and, at a later time, the loot would be equally divided. 
At the end there some left overs they would not know 
what to do with, except that at that point one of  young 
ones will, most likely, generously propose to give them 

Aurora’s haunted forest walk has crossed the line 
from being scary to grotesquely violent and immoral.  

The October 30th edition of  The Auroran posted 
pictures of  the event and one of  the displays was of  
a baby doll, pierced with a spit, being roasted on a 
barbeque.   

Has humanity become so insensitive to violence 
that we would allow such a display at a family event? 
Shame on the organizers of  the event for allowing this 
and shame on The Auroran for publishing the photo in 
its newspaper. I am thankful that I read the newspaper 
before my children had the chance to look through it.

Do we blame this insensitivity on violent video games, 
movies, music and books? Partly, however, I think the 
main blame is to be placed on the adults that should be 
mentoring children to become good and moral citizens. 
Hopefully, the adults have not become so desensitized to 
violence and immorality that they are no longer decent 
role models for their children.

Lynnette Haralampopoulos
Aurora

 
(Editor’s Note: In our October 30 edition, The Auroran 

endeavoured to provide a cross-section of  the costumed, 
trick-or-treating ticket holders enjoying the Haunted 
Forest, and the myriad of  displays and performers, both 
young and old, who went into making the annual Aurora 
Haunted Forest a reality. Last week’s paper featured a 
photo in the Haunted Forest featuring local students 
and “Baby Back Ribs.” We apologise for any offence and 
concern this inclusion might have caused our readers.) 

Continued on page 27
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With the fall season upon us and the 
opening of  the hockey season, it is time for 
me to begin looking in the local papers for 
the ads for the public flu shot locations. 

When discussing this issue with my 
wife the other night, we were recalling the 
nightmare associated with the H1N1 flu-
shot back in November 2009. I’ll bet many 
of  you also recall that time without much 
fondness, either.

I wrote two columns about it at the time; 
here are some excerpts.

“Two weeks ago my wife suggested that 
we should take our five-year old son to get 
the H1N1 flu-shot.

“We had both read the large advertisement 
in the Toronto Star newspaper “that stated 
“Flu shots will be made available first to 
health care workers, pregnant women, 
people under sixty-five years of  age with 
chronic medical conditions, children six 
months to five years old, those living in 
remote and isolated communities, as well as 
people living with or caring for those at high 
risk who cannot be immunized.”

“As our son did not celebrate his sixth 
birthday until just after this Christmas, we 
therefore thought he qualified for the flu-
shot.

In addition, a friend of  ours who has a 
son six months younger than my son had 
received the flu-shot the day before up in 
Newmarket.

“The clinic at Ray Twinney in Newmarket 

opened at 10 a.m. that 
Saturday morning. 
We arrived at the 
hockey arena at 
about 9:45 a.m. and 
there was a big line 
up of  people.

“However, we 
came prepared. We 
were wearing our 
winter jackets and 
toques, plus we had 
plenty of  food with 
us as we thought 
the whole process would take five to seven 
hours.

“As well, I brought along a soccer ball 
and mini football to throw with Ryan.

“Our line was slowly beginning to speed 
up and we could now see the door to the 
arena. We had now been in line for just over 
three hours and fifteen minutes.

“A nurse then comes by and hands out a 
flyer to everyone in line and says that they 
are only giving flu-shots to the priority 
groups identified on the flyer.

The flyer read something to the effect 
that only ‘children under five years old’ will 
receive the flu-shot.

“This is at odds with what the Toronto 
Star advertisement said, although I did not 
have a copy of  the Star with me at the time.

“My wife asks the nurse about this 
situation and the nurse replies that the 

“flu-shot will only be given 
today to children that are 
under five years old.”

“As you can imagine, 
neither my wife nor I 
were happy at all with this 
development, but there is 
nothing we can do, so we 
head home.

“My question here: 
Why did we have to wait 
in line for over three 
hours before someone of  
authority came and told  

us this?
“Everyone understands that there are 

shortages of  the vaccine and everyone 
understands that there will be long line-ups. 
And all of  us can very much appreciate the 
pressure the nurses and public officials are 
under, but the stupidity associated with the 
organizing of  this clinic was not and is not 
acceptable.

“Instead of  any explanation, fixing the 
problem before we have to line up again 
in a few weeks would be a most welcome 
solution.”

From my second column:
“What a difference two weeks make!
“I arrived at 5:50 pm and this time there 

were no long line-ups around the building. 
In fact, I walked right into the arena. There 
were about seventy-five people in front of  
me.

“There seemed to be more security 
personnel and York Region health care staff  
on hand this time. The line moved fairly 
quickly.

I was in the room where they do the 
inoculations within forty minutes.

“From the time I walked into the building 
until the time I left was just under one hour.

“I had planned to end this column with 
something pithy like, ‘I guess my column 
did the trick!’ but that would not really be 
fair to the health care staff.

“Standing in line those two days gave me 
lots of  time to think.

“I am wonder about our emergency 
preparedness capability. Think back to the 
energy blackout a couple of  summers ago, 
or the ice storm in eastern Ontario and 
Quebec.  

“Are our public authorities prepared for 
a number of  different types of  calamitous 
events or scenarios, like if  an outbreak of  
some disease occurred? 

“Based on what I personally witnessed 
these past couple of  weeks and what I saw 
on television and in the newspapers, I am 
not so sure.”

I do hope our public officials learned 
from this event four years ago and will be 
prepared in the future.

Stephen can be contacted at 
stephengsomerville@yahoo.com

2009 Flu shot misery revisited 

FRONT PORCH
PERSPECTIVE

Stephen Somerville

Lest We Forget
Every year on November 11, Canadians 

pause in a silent moment of  remembrance 
for the men and women who have served and 
continue to serve our country during times of  
war, conflict and peace.  

It is a day when we show our gratitude 
for their courage and sacrifice. It is also an 
opportunity to attend a Remembrance Day 
ceremony, visit a cenotaph, thank a Veteran 
in person, and wear a poppy with pride. 

2013 is the Year of  the Korean War Veteran, 
and Canada proudly remembers the heroes 
of  the Korean War sixty years ago, and their 
brave fight to defend the Republic of  Korea 
and uphold freedom, democracy and the rule 
of  law. 

This November 11, please join me in 
saluting all the brave men and women in 
uniform who have given so much for the 
freedoms we enjoy today and those in the 
Armed Forces currently on missions at home 
and abroad.

HOC Page Program for Students
If  you are beginning full-time university 

studies in the Nation’s Capital Region this fall 
and are interested in Canada’s Parliamentary 
System, then the House of  Commons Page 
Program may be for you. 

House of  Commons Pages are selected 
from high schools and CEGEPS across 
Canada. This year one of  Aurora’s very own 
high school graduates, a former volunteer 

in my constituency office, is 
working as a Page. They play a 
key role in the communications 
network on Parliament Hill 
and professional, non-partisan, 
efficient service has become a 
hallmark of  the Page Program.

Successful candidates are 
contracted to work for one year, 
beginning in late-August 2014. 
They work a minimum of  15 
hours a week and their hours 
are coordinated with their 
university schedule. For more 
information, visit www.parl.gc.ca/cdcpage. 
Deadline to apply for the 2014 Page Program 
is Monday, December 9, 2013.

Parliamentary Guide Program for Students
Recruitment for the 2014 Parliamentary 

Guide Program is underway. From Victoria 
Day to Labour Day, the program offers 
university students the unique opportunity 
of  working on Parliament Hill to acquire 
new skills and at the same time ensures that 
thousands of  visitors have access to guided 
tours of  Parliament. For more information 
visit www.parl.gc.ca/guides. Deadline to 
apply to this program is January 15, 2014.

Food Safety Awareness for Consumers
Canada’s Minister of  Health has 

announced improved communications 
tools to help consumers better understand 
information about food safety and food 
recalls. Food recall warnings will be clearer 

and easier to understand. 
Other enhancements include 
an expanded use of  twitter 
(@CFIA_Canada) and 
facebook and automatic email 
notifications of  food recalls 
and allergy alerts. Visit www.
inspection.gc.ca for more 
information.

Canada Summer Jobs Deadline 
for Employers

Canada Summer Jobs 
(CSJ) is an initiative that helps 
students gain the skills and 

experience they need to be successful, while 
earning money for the upcoming school year. 
It also helps employers create much needed 
summer job opportunities for students, while 
strengthening the local economy. Non-profit 
employers are eligible for up to 100 per cent 
of  the minimum hourly wage, while public 
and private-sector employers are eligible for 
up to 50 per cent of  that wage. All applicants 
may be eligible for additional funding up to 
$3,000 for each student with a disability who is 
accommodated in the workplace. 

The deadline for CSJ has changed and 
is earlier than in previous years. This 
year, applications will be available online 
beginning December 2 and must be submitted 
before January 10, 2014. This new timelines 
mean that successful employers will be 
notified sooner and have more time to recruit 
students. If  you are an employer interested 

in providing a student a summer job next 
year, please visit www.servicecanada.gc.ca or 
contact my office.

On Track to Balanced Budgets
Statistics Canada’s announced that 

Canada’s real gross domestic product rose by 
.3% in August – well ahead of  expectations. 
Almost all industrial sectors registered 
growth. Canada continues to have the best 
job record in the G-7, the lowest debt levels in 
the G-7, and among the strongest projected 
economic growth in the G-7 going forward.

As the Canadian economy continues 
its recovery from the global recession, our 
government is turning its head to the next 
step in the process – transitioning back to long-
term balanced budgets starting in 2015. The 
deficit continues to decline without raising 
taxes. In fact, we have cut taxes over 160 times 
since forming Government, including cutting 
the GST from 7 to 5 per cent and lowering 
personal taxes. 

The effect of  our tax cuts is that 
government revenue as a percentage of  GDP 
is at its lowest level in over 50 years. When 
government is more efficient and effective 
instead of  large and bloated, that means more 
money in the pockets of  Canadian families 
and business – where it belongs. 

If  you would like to contact me on any issue, 
please call 905-953-7515 or visit my website at 
www.loisbrown.ca.  I look forward to hearing 
from you.

AURORAN
 POLL

Go to www.theauroran.com to vote!
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Ottawa Report

LOIS 
BROWN
MP Newmarket-Aurora

Although you saw it from 
a different angle this 
week, the latest install-
ment in historian John 
McIntyre’s history exist-
ing buildings in Auro-
ra pre-dating the Town, 
was the prominent home 
on the southeast cor-
ner of Yonge Street and 
St. John’s Sideroad now 
known as Oakland Hall. 
Now home to a restau-
rant, the old farm house 
has served as both a  
family home and, be-
fore it was turned over 
to the culinary arts, 
was the home studio of 
prominent Aurora artist  
Dorothy Clark McClure.

Photo courtesy of the 
Aurora Historical Society
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Letters to the editor

ONUMENTS BY 
HOMPSONST

* Granite markers and monuments 
* Cemetery lettering and restoration 
* Bronze markers and vases 
* Serving all cemeteries and nationalities
* Portrait Etchings

Quality and Satisfaction Guaranteed 
Day, Evening and Weekend Appointments 

905-727-5421
530 Industrial Pkwy S., Aurora L4G 6W8 

Thompson Funeral Home is proud to be part of 
Service Corporation International (Canada) Ltd.

M
A New Approach to Memorial Design.

650 Wellington Ave. E., Aurora
(in Longos Plaza)

...an eye for GREAT STYLE

Mon, Wed, Fri, Sat 9:30 – 5 p.m.  •  Tues & Thurs 9:30 a.m. – 8 p.m. 
Sunday by appointment only.                    905-713-0123

Salon: 905-713-0123
Store: 905-713-3555

Fully operated

Salon Wellington St. E.

St. John’s Sdrd.
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Any colour

8$ 95

NJC is a Canadian, independent high school located in Neuchâtel, Switzerland. 
Students in their pre-university year (Grade 12 & AP) develop rapidly through 
inspiring academics, extensive travel and enriching cultural exposure. NJC 
graduates possess the knowledge, confidence and independence to lead their own 
lives and others in making a positive difference in the world.

RSVP to attend one of our Canadian admission events this fall 

Neuchâtel Junior College | Founded 1956 | Co-Ed | www.njc.ch
Canadian Office | 1.800.263.2923 | 

The Academic Edge + Adventure

Will the Complex renovations be enough, ponders reader
Thank you for printing 

my last letter. I wonder if  you 
are aware that the current 
renovations mean that the 
fitness equipment, weights, 
and aerobics/exercise floor 
area will be reduced to half  
what it is now, according 
to the architect’s current 
design. 

The new ceiling will, 
of  course, be lower as the 
fitness club addition is a 
lower single story with only 
1070 + 3200 square feet floor 
area. The current area used 
has a very high ceiling, with 
a track around it of  course, 
and is about 8000 sq. ft, with 
an additional room for more 
equipment. Mr. Downey 
believes that because the new 
wing for the new fitness area 
will be long and narrow, the 
square footage will be used 

more efficiently and he says 
that he “will be able to fit all 
the equipment into it.”

I wonder if  users, and 
especially staff, are in 
agreement that the smaller 
areas for aerobics and fitness 
club will be more than 
enough.

The Thornhill Fitness 
Centre built a brand new 
addition some years ago and 
moved their fitness area from 
the basement to the large, 
bright, ground-floor space 
with a very high ceiling.  With 
all their consideration and 
architects, they forgot to 
make room for stretching, 
abdominal work, and whole-
body exercises such as with 
the large balance balls.  They 
moved equipment to make 
some room.

I have recently been to the 

new facility in Oak Ridges to 
see if  I will be going there in 
my future and the first thing 
I noticed were the people 
trying to do their sit-ups in 
a tiny corner by a window 
beside a treadmill.  

The staff  told me that the 
design had neglected an open 
space for working with the 
large balls, abdominal work, 
stretching etc. They told me 
that some people use the 
hallway. Here it is a brand 
new facility and already folks 
are having to spill out into 
the hallways.

Will this happen at the new 
and improved AFLC after it 
opens next year?  Personally, 
I cannot see how I will be able 
to walk up and down an aisle 
doing squats with dumbbells 
in each hand in the smaller 
new space, crammed with 

cardio equipment, weight 
machines and room for free-
weights.  

I expect I will have to go 
out into the hallway, or exit 
the fitness area, walk around 
a corner in the hall and enter 
the gym, if  it is not in use, 
and use the gym space to do 
that part of  my work-out. No, 
there is no direct access from 
the fitness club room to the 
new, repurposed gymnasium 
(a.k.a. the old fitness club).

Unlike in your colleague’s 
cartoon last week, many of  
us are regularly exercising, 
if  not always in the gym in 
the warmer weather. I wish 
to point out that my new 
friend, retiree Ralph Jessup, 
goes many times a week to 
the AFLC and neither of  
us appreciate the sarcastic 
humour of  Scott Johnston.  

Is Mr. Johnston aware 
that the annual income 
from fitness club members 
alone last year was $564,000? 
Does he realize that most 
members are away in the 
summer and are not regular 
visitors until the fall/winter 
and that the club has noticed 
an appreciable decline in 
membership renewals this 
fall?  

They are trying to give 
out deals now to bring back 
members or keep us loyal. 
For myself, I do not wish to 
get used to another facility, 
make friendships there, 
work it into a new lifestyle 
for at least a year, just to come 
back to a different AFLC and 

start all over again.
It seems the closest I will 

be to the AFLC this winter 
and perhaps for years to 
come will be the Aurora 
Dome for women’s soccer. 
It is a shame. My husband 
and I have enjoyed meeting 
people in the pool, the change 
rooms, the gym, and in yoga 
and zumba classes.

We were hoping to 
continue to improve and 
enrich ourselves there. We 
will especially miss the 
amazing fitness staff  at the 
AFLC.  We wish them well 
over the next year and in the 
future.

Ann Raney
King City

War Amps CHAMP wants everyone to Remember
I belong to Operation 

Legacy, a group of  
members of  The War 
Amps Child Amputee 
(CHAMP) Program 
dedicated to preserving 
Canada’s military 
heritage and teaching 
other young people 
how to carry on the 
remembrance message.

This year, The War 
Amps is celebrating 
a major anniversary. 
Ninety-five years ago, 
First World War amputee 
veterans formed The 
Amputations Association 
of  the Great War. The 
name was changed to 
The War Amputations 
of  Canada when Second 
World War amputees 
joined their ranks. 
These men later started 

the CHAMP Program to 
assist young amputees 
like me.

In addition to having 
had the privilege of  
learning about Canada’s 
military heritage from 
a young age, I also know 
what it is like to live 
without a limb – a strong 
bond that I share with 
war amputee veterans. 
Because of  this, I feel it 
is my duty to ensure that 
the stories of  war are 
preserved and its lessons 
never forgotten.

Operation Legacy 
is a commitment to 
preserving our national 
military heritage, and 
by doing so, we honour 
the men and women who 
have fought for us – even 
given their lives – to 

protect our rights and 
freedoms. And by passing 
on the stories of  horror 
that these heroes have 
endured, it reminds us 
that war is something we 
never wish to face again. 

We remember that 
it is better to choose 
peace over war and that 
standing up for what we 
believe in is what makes 
us Canadians. Champs in 
Operation Legacy wish to 
spread this message not 
only to the adults whose 
parents perhaps lived 
through war, or left a 
war-torn country to come 
to Canada, but also our 
youth, as they will be the 
ones who need to pass on 
the remembrance to the 
next generation so that 
we ensure that the legacy 

of  our veterans is never 
forgotten.

I encourage everyone 
– particularly young 
people – to learn more 
through The War Amps 
Military Heritage 
Series documentaries, 
which are available at 
a cost-recovery price at 
waramps.ca.

 Jamey Irwin
Operation Legacy Member

TICKET TO DRIVE – Sarah Steer was the lucky ticket holder for a one-year lease on 
a new Cadillac at the Hope In Purple Heels Fundraiser to benefit Belinda’s Place 
Women’s Shelter. Supplied by New Roads Automotive, Ms. Steer, second left, was 
presented with her keys by New Roads president and CEO Michael Croxon as Alex 
Schaffernicht and Jim Van Dusen look on.                   Auroran photo by David Falconer
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Well, after 
taking a week 
off  from my 
c o l u m n i s t 
duties, I am 
back to the 
task at hand – 
writing about 
Politics as 
Usual. But, 
my goodness, 
things are 
anything but 
“usual”, are 
they?   

First, we 
have Duffy’s 
explosive allegations 
that have resulted in 
nearly two weeks of  
tortuous, embarrassing 
deliberations in the Red 
Chamber. His dramatic 
pronouncement, “there 
were TWO cheques, 
folks, yes TWO…” was 
calculated drama.  

I do think it’s 
interesting that he has 
only made his statements 
in the chamber – where 
he has privilege (i.e. can’t 
be sued). I’d be interested 
to hear what he has to 
say when that privilege is 
removed, but I digress.

Now, mercifully, 
shunting the near-endless 
coverage of  the Senate 
debacle off  the front page 
of  the national dailies are 
the even more explosive 
allegations about the 
“activities” of  the Mayor 
of  Toronto and massive 
police surveillance 
regarding the same.

Hundreds of  pages 
of  police evidence have 
been released to the 
public, about the Mayor of  
Toronto and alleged drug 
dealings and clandestine 
meetings at all hours of  
the day and night.

But, worse than that, 
we have none other than 
the Police Chief  Bill 
Blair, stating that not 
only does the infamous 
“crack” video exist, but he 
confirms that it is Mayor 
Ford on the video and he 
is doing something that is 
“consistent with” various 
media reports.  

In other words, The 
Star got it right. Video 
evidence of  a Mayor 
smoking crack – allegedly 
– is not a first. Washington 
Mayor Marion Barry, I 
believe, has that dubious 
honour. But, it is a first for 
Canada – and it is indeed 
shocking.

Whether or not the 
video shows the Mayor 
actually smoking crack 
or, rather, marijuana or 
tobacco, as his lawyer 
suggests, I think the jig is 

up. 
T h e 

message for 
months was 
that the video 
did not exist. 
Now, as the 
police have 
revealed, it 
does exist 
( d e s p i t e 
s o m e o n e ’ s 
best efforts 
to destroy 
it). The 
Mayor was 
v i d e o t a p e d 

allegedly smoking what is 
described as a crack pipe, 
while sitting in what the 
police describe as a crack 
house, with alleged drug 
dealers and criminals, 
so what’s in that pipe is 
entirely beside the point, 
quite frankly. 

Quibbling about 
whether one can “prove” 
what’s in the pipe – and 
hence parsing out just 
what the Mayor lied about 
– the video or the crack in 
the video - is, to my mind, 
less relevant. It’s the 
existence and context of  
the video that’s relevant. 

And it’s an odd defence 
anyway, if  you ask me; 
a bit reminiscent of  
Clinton’s famous line of  
defence when caught in a 
whopper, “It depends on 
what the meaning of  the 
word “is” is…”

The strategy didn’t 
work for Clinton, and I 
doubt it will fly for Ford 
either.

 I, for one, am surprised 
that the Mayor’s advisors 
did such a poor job of  
managing this situation. 
Clearly, they must have 
known that the Mayor 
had some personal 
issues, shall we say, and 
given the public nature 
of  his position, that 
someone, somewhere had 
videotaped him in a rather 
a compromising position 
or two.  

To deny such evidence 
exists and fail to plan for 
its release and publication 
seems, well, stupid.   

But, for all we know, 
they did have a plan “B” 
and it’s being ignored.  
Many politicians operate 
in a sort of  bubble, 
oblivious to the fact 
that they may be held to 
account for their actions.  

Which gets us back 
to Aurora’s political 
world.  We’ve not had any 
embarrassing reports on 
our community in national 
newspapers, at least this 
term, thank goodness, 
and we have certainly 

F i b r o m y a l g i a  
i s  r e a c h i n g 
alarming levels and  
ineffective treatment is 
common.  If  you suffer 
from Fibromyalgia you 
need to know poorly known 
facts about the condition in  
order to avoid years of   
pain and suffering.

You may be experiencing 
constant, unrelenting 
joint pain …  tender, achy 
spots all over your body…  
including your neck 
and upper back…   pain  
between your shoulder 
blades …  chronic fatigue 
…  and maybe constant or 
intermittent headaches.  
You can’t sleep at night and 
are  exhausted all day.  

You can’t even enjoy 
the simple things in life  
anymore, such as playing 
with your children.  Getting 
out of  bed everyday is an 
unbelievable challenge.

Life has become 
unbearable... Your doctor 
does an exam... negative.  
He takes some  X-rays...
negative.  Does a few blood 
tests… negative.  Maybe 
even an MRI… negative.  

The doctor may tell 
you that you may have  

Fibromyalgia and may give 
you anti-inflammatories,  
pain relieving or 
muscle relaxing drugs. 
You may find that the  
approaches you try do not 
help or may even  make it 
feel worse. 

So you go back, again 
and again, and your doctor 
gives you different drugs 
to try to make you feel  
better.   

The doctor eventually 
may say... “I’ve done all  
I can do, you just need to 
learn to live with it...”

After  exhausting the  
list of  medications you may 
also be told it’s “all in your 
head” and they may even 
send you to a psychiatrist 
for anti-depressant drugs.

You may have gone 
through months, if  not 
years, of  grueling tests and 
drugs with horrible side  
effects.  

It is clear that sufferers 
need much more 
information on what 
Fibromyalgia really is 
and how they can help 
themselves.

There are other  
approaches, beyond the 
use of  drugs, that have  

safely and effectively 
helped many Fibromyalgia 
sufferers improve  their lives  
dramatically.

To help sufferers,   
a workshop is being offered  
to reveal effective ways  
to feel better, increase 
energy, improve sleep and 
improve quality of  life.  The 
workshop is at no- charge as  
a community service. 

The workshop will be 
held on Wed November 
13,  7:30 pm - 9 pm at the 
King West Wellness Centre 
141 King Rd Unit 10,  
Richmond Hill. Seating is 
limited.  

Call to make reser-
vations  888-837-0407.

Fibromyalgia 
Effective  Approaches for Lasting Relief  

There are other 
approaches, beyond 

the use of drugs, 
that have safely and  

effectively helped 
many Fibromyalgia 

sufferers  
feel better.
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POLITICS
AS USUAL

Alison Collins-Mrakas

Anything but 
usual…

That being said, however, 
there are very clear issues 
at play which could directly 
impact the hit to taxpayers’ 
wallets. 

According to numbers 
crunched this week, the 
budget for Central York Fire 
Services (CYFS), the joint 
department responsible 
for emergency calls in 
Aurora and Newmarket, 
have approved a budget 
increase of  7.3 per cent, 
which translates into a 
$581,567 impact on Aurora’s 
Operating Budget.

New programs 
and initiatives being 
undertaken by the Town 
of  Aurora will also have 
an impact, including a 
new museum services 
contract to administer and 
curate the historic Aurora 
Collection (which is due to 
be debated by Councillors 
at the Committee level this 
week), tax rate pressures 
deferred from last year’s 
deliberations, including the 
phasing in of  new programs 
and expenses from the 
CYFS’ new fire crew, a 
replenishment of  reserve 
funds, and the creation of  a 
Cultural Master Plan due in 
2014. 

A downturn in local 
building and construction 
projects over the last two 
years, he added, translate 
into a consequential 
downturn in the amount of  
supplementary tax flowing 
into municipal coffers into 
2014.

“Our supplementary 
taxes will be lower than 
originally expected for 
2014, so that will draw some 
pressure,” said Mr. Elliott. 
“Our assessment growth 
is a little stronger than we 
may have thought originally. 
We’re sitting today at 1.6 per 
cent assessment growth 
that yields about $530,000 
in growth revenue without 
tax increase, but our 
final assessment growth 
numbers are not due until 
mid-December.” 

In his report, Mr. Elliott 
noted that while these 
individual factors are 
“not insurmountable”, 
all combined in the 2014 
operating budget could 
“present Council with a 
challenge. 

“Prior to presenting 
the final draft budget 
to Council, the CAO, 
[Executive Leadership 
Team] and the Financial 
Planning team are working 
to identify all areas of  

expenditure reductions, 
refining revenue forecasts, 
examining fees and charges, 
and any other strategies 
which could be used by the 
Town to mitigate these key 
pressures. It remains too 
early to suggest to Council 
any specific percentage tax 
rate pressure.” 

More concrete details 
are available, however, 
for the 2014 draft capital 
budget, which covers 
repair and replacement 
of  infrastructure, growth 
and new infrastructure, 
as well as “major studies” 
and other projects. Repair 
and replacement of  
infrastructure is expected 
to clock in at $8.17 million as 
it stands now, funded from a 
variety of  reserve accounts. 

“The major project 
in the program is the 
conversion of  street lights 
to LED,” said Mr. Elliott in 
his report. “Other program 
items include restoration 
work to roads, water lines, 
storm water management 
systems, pavement, parks 
and trails, and some 
replacement equipment and 
vehicles. 

“Management has 
confirmed they have the 
resource capacity to deliver 
the proposed program.”

Growth and New 
Infrastructure is currently 
proposed to check in at a 
gross cost of  $1.14 million 
with three large projects on 
the horizon, including the 
implementation of  a new 
information management 
system at Town Hall, 
the development of  an 
accessible playground at 
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee 
Park, and the development 
of  a Community 
Improvement Plan.

Studies currently in 
the works or scheduled to 
get off  the ground in the 

coming year include a study 
on shared services between 
York Region’s “Northern 
Six” municipalities”, a 
local tree inventory, and 
continuing studies on the 
Aurora Promenade. 

Although the bulk of  
discussions will take place 
at budget meetings over 
the coming weeks, Monday 
provided Councillors and 
residents a chance to sound 
off  preliminary numbers.

Residents of  Hunters 
Glen Road were on hand 
to present Council with 
a petition from 33 area 
residents calling for a halt on 
planned road improvements 
and widening. 

Councillors, on the 
other hand, called on Mr. 
Elliott’s department for 
more precise numbers, 

including Councillor 
John Gallo who asked for 
further information on why 
several items previously 
budgeted for were coming 
in with surpluses or deficits 
from original estimates.  
Councillor Evelyn Buck also 
took aim at the significant 
hit the fire budget will have 
on Aurora residents.

“There has to have been 
a corresponding increase in 
assessment value,” she said, 
arguing increased costs 
were tied to community 
growth and should 
ultimately balance. 

Budget talks are next 
scheduled to continue on 
Monday, November 18, at 9 
a.m. in Council Chambers 
and the public are 
encouraged to attend and 
provide input on the budget. 

Operational budget due before Christmas break
From page 1
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Welcome

PROFESSIONAL NAILS AND WAXING SERVICES
• Brazilian Waxing ($31) 

• Body Waxing 
•  Spa Manicure & Pedicure 

• Nails Art Designs 
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Jenny’s Nails Spa Inc.
Established Since 2005
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and 
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colours 
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2 FREE 
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with every ticket!

    

www.ontarionewdrivers.ca
Jerry Collins, Owner/Operator

905-713-3733
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FREE, No obligation program trial o�er.

Cost for Leisure Complex renos, centre, set to rise again
By Brock Weir

The proposed cost of  
extensive renovations at 
the Aurora Family Leisure 
Complex (AFLC) to refresh 
the building and make way 
for a “Community Space for 
Youth” continue to rise this 
week as Council is poised to 
approve a tender to begin 
construction.s

Councillors are due 
to consider a nearly $6 
million contract to Jasper 
Construction this week 
which, if  approved at 
the committee level, will 
receive final sign-off  next 
Tuesday. The tender to the 
contractors for undertaking 
the extensive work on 
the building clocks in at 
$5,994,000, but Al Downey, 
Aurora’s Director of  Parks 
and Recreation, is calling 
for Council approval on 
an additional $20,000 for 
LED lights for the new 
gymnasium, $25,000 to 
“restore” the Complex’s 

driveway, and a further 
$100,000 for “furniture, 
fixtures and equipment.”

He also requests Council 
increase the entire budget 
of  the project by $59,940 
– or 1 per cent of  the 
entire project budget – “in 
principle to support public 
art.”

“The scope of  work for 
this tender includes a single 
storey 9,300 square foot 
addition and 18,400 square 
foot renovation to the 
existing two-storey Aurora 
Family Leisure Complex,” 
said Mr. Downey in his 
report before Councillors 
this week. “The addition 
includes a new fitness 
room, program spaces, 
climbing wall, control desk, 
office spaces, new entry 
driveway and drop off  area, 
parking, landscaping and 
outdoor skateboard park. 
Renovation includes work 
in existing gymnasium [and 
a] suspended track, gym, 
pool change rooms and fire 

exit corridors.
“Staff  are 

recommending that $20,000 
be added to the tender for 
the lights in the gym to be 
converted from metal halide 
to LED for conservation of  
energy purposes. This was 
identified as an additional 
item and subject to 
Council approval. Staff  are 
recommending $25,000 be 
added…for the replacement 
of  the asphalt drive 
entering the AFLC. This 
portion of  the driveway was 
not replaced as part of  the 
previous contract and staff  
are recommending that 
these works be completed 
upon completion of  the 
renovation. 

“Staff  are recommending 
an increase…of  $100,000 for 
the provision of  furniture, 
fixtures and equipment 
that will be required 
upon completion of  the 
renovation works.”

If  the recommendations 
are carried as-is this week, 

and ratified on November 
12, work on the Aurora 
Family Leisure Complex is 
expected to start the very 
next day on November 13, 
and is tentatively scheduled 
to be complete on October 
12, 2014. In the intervening 
year, much of  the programs 
and activities at the AFLC 
will be moved elsewhere, 
with most of  the programs 
finding new space at the 
Stronach Aurora Recreation 
Complex. (SARC)

These provisions, 
however, have yet to come 
up with an alternative for 
the track, a shortcoming 
which has some regular 
users of  the track up in 
arms. The Community 
Space for Youth, or “Youth 
Centre”, will be within the 
newly revamped Aurora 
Family Leisure Complex, 
and will include a dedicated 
youth space, a teaching 
kitchen, and other activity 
spaces, including a climbing 
wall and, of  course, the new 

skate park. 
For some Councillors, 

finally breaking ground 
on the “youth centre” has 
been a long-time coming, 
recommended years 
ago in Aurora’s Youth 
Needs Analysis. Other 
Councillors, however, are 
adamantly opposed to the 
“youth centre” as proposed. 
In their view, although 
they support the concept 
of  a youth centre, what is 
proposed does not fit the bill 
of  a dedicated space where 
young Aurorans can hang 
out and do their own thing. 

“Tender results for this 
project are reasonable and 
reflect a clear project scope 
and competitive pricing 
due to the narrow range 
of  prices,” concludes Mr. 
Downey. “Staff  are satisfied 
with the results and are 
recommending proceeding 
with the project.”

13 companies picked 
up the contracting tender 
for the AFLC renovations. 
Seven companies placed a 
bid, two were deemed non-
compliant, and bids ranged 
from the recommended 
$5,994,000 to $7,090,105. 

Community Improvement Plan draft targets tax breaks and relief
By Brock Weir

Tax breaks, relief, and support to help you spruce up 
properties could all be part of  Aurora’s new Community 
Improvement Plan (CIP).

Councillors will consider a multi-level plan later this 
year to provide tax relief, incentives, and other support as 
part of  the CIP to foster, support, and improve businesses 
and commercial properties along Yonge and Wellington 
Streets. 

Improving, stimulating, and redeveloping Aurora’s 
Downtown Core has been debated for well over a decade, 
and the message received last week by Aurora’s Economic 
Development Advisory Committee (EDAC) was if  anything 
is to be done, some money needs to be put on the table. 

“The development of  a CIP for the Aurora Promenade 
is intended to complement a broader municipal planning 
initiative for sustainable growth management, economic 
development and community renewal in Town via the 
revitalization of  Aurora’s historic and urban landscape,” 
said consultants from Sierra Planning and Management. 

While separate plans for the Aurora Promenade have 
introduced concepts for uniformity for new buildings 
and consistent street furniture, all with an eye of  making 
sure things are “walkable” for the community, last week’s 
meeting focused on incentives Aurora can provide property 
owners to hold up their end of  the bargain so Downtown 
Aurora is all it can be. 

The first initiative is a grant program to help property 
owners improve and replace their facades and signage. The 
proposed program is limited to improvements and upgrades 
to street fronts, but in some cases, such as buildings on 
prominent corners, could also apply to multiple sides of  the 
building. 

It entails a matching grant of  up to 50 per cent of  costs up 
to a maximum grant of  $15,000.

“These meet the objectives…to enhance the aesthetic feel 
of  downtown,” said consultant Jonathon Hack. “Façade and 
signage grants, as long as they are well-funded, can have a 
good effect. This has to be an improvement to the whole look 
of  the building. If  [the applicant] goes and gets other public 
funds, you should have the right not to provide 50 per cent 
of  those costs.”

During the meeting, committee members questioned 
whether such programs should apply to businesses on 
streets shooting out from Wellington or Yonge Street such 
as Temperance. The consultants said it is going to be up to 
Council set the limits. 

The second program considered was a “Building 
Restoration, Renovation and Improvement Program” which 
targets “enhanced use of  second floors of  commercial 
premises” and other improvements to buildings, preparing 
them for a new use. 

The proposal includes a secured, interest-free maximum 
loan of  $40,000 per property. Conditions on such loans would 
be established by Council, but at its base is the objective to 
“promote the Town’s oldest commercial building stock.” 
Eligible costs would include things like building works 
itself, to labour and insurance.

Additional incentives to redevelop properties include a 
grant to reimburse development charges up to 75 per cent 
or $100,000, whichever is less, for commercial development 
projects, and a Heritage Property Tax Relief  Program 
which would provide up to 40 per cent relief  in property 
taxes for heritage property owners. 

“Aurora is unlike many communities in that you have 
a stock of  heritage properties,” said Mr. Hack. “I am less 
convinced about this program. You don’t want to set a 
precedent that if  you have heritage we’ll reduce your taxes 

by 20 per cent. That could happen ad infinitum.”
The proposed relief, however, would be limited to 

designated heritage properties and those in Heritage 
Conservation Districts, in which Aurora has one and one 
further in the works. 

Mr. Hack stressed numbers outlined in the draft plan are 
strictly guidelines. Towns are loath to restrict themselves, 
he said.  

“If  you can provide a $300,000 rolling fund, you could 
spend $200,000 in year one and you’ll have $100,000 you can 
roll into the next year for a limited period of  five years,” he 
said. “That is the amount of  funding I think is realistic for 
this program.”

That $300,000 rolling fund, pointed out Councillor Michael 
Thompson, could represent a 1 per cent tax increase on 
residents, if  it is funded from operating funds. Nevertheless, 
consultants suggested it might be a worthwhile investment.

“You might find [up to] $600,000 is generated in the 
applications themselves. Yes, you are putting the burden on 
some of  the people who aren’t going to be taking advantage 
of  this, but the reason you’re doing this in the first place 
is we believe a viable, functioning downtown is good for 
everyone’s assessed value in terms of  the growth of  the 
community, let alone the services you get,” said Mr. Hack, 
noting that cases have shown that each municipal dollar 
in these programs have the potential to return more than 
threefold.

Added Mayor Geoffrey Dawe: “A rising tide floats all 
boats.”

Others at the meeting, including Councillor John Abel, 
suggested more was needed than simply sprucing up the 
streetscape.

“We have got to figure out a way of  getting the community 
down there,” he said. “You can paint everything, but does 
that mean everyone is going to come?”
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Bathroom & Kitchen 
Accessories

Tel: 905-727-6401
www.nyhp.on.ca

8 Industrial Pkwy. S.
Aurora, Ontario

Please visit or call store for other specials
297 Wellington St. E., Aurora

905.841.8105facebook.com/goodyearmarstiretwitter.com/goodyearmars

DOOR 
CRASHERS

                                    SIZE     RETAIL    SALE
Integrity                 185/70R14    $114.00     $67.50
Integrity                 215/70R15    $136.00     $75.00
Eagle LS                 205/60R16    $189.00       $77.50
Signature II             215/65R16    $139.00       $82.50
Eagle RS-A            205/55R16    $141.00     $85.95 
Integrity                  225/60R16    $166.00       $95.00
Signature II             225/65R17     $169.00     $107.50
Integrity                  215/65R17    $173.00     $110.00
Eagle LS2               235/45R18    $302.00     $115.00
Wrangler SR-A      275/60R20    $224.00     $137.00

 

November 7, 8, 9, 10

While Supplies last. 
No other discounts or offers to be applied. Includes Instant Rebate.

Pricing based on the purchase of four tires. Not responsible for printing errors.   

LIMITED STOCK
     LAST CHANCE!

FREE
TIRE ROTATION

EVERY
10,000 KM

WITH THE PURCHASE 

OF 4 TIRES 

Up to 
60% off 

  MSRP 

SUNDAY  10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
SATURDAY  8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

297 Wellington St. East, Aurora 

                                    SIZE     RETAIL    SALE
Eagle GT                       255/40R18    $302.00     $151.00
Fortera HL                     275/60R17    $384.00     $192.00
Dunlop Sport Winter      205/65R15    $194.00         $97.00
Dunlop Sport 8000         205/55R16    $159.00         $99.00
Dunlop Signature          215/65R17    $168.00     $110.00 
Dunlop Signature          185/65R15    $124.00      $85.00 
Fortera Tripletred           225/70R18     $291.00       $160.00
Snowtrak Winter           215/60R16     $139.00        $89.00
Snowtrak Winter           215/65R15     $127.00        $79.00
Tripletred                       205/50R17     $277.00       $150.00
Wrangler Silent Manor 265/75R16     $302.00       $160.00
Assurance Fuel max      265/65R18     $284.00       $159.00
Ultra Grip Ice                 235/55R17     $256.00       $130.00

 

     THURSDAY & FRIDAY   8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

WAREHOUSE DIRECT

TIRE SALE
4 DAYS ONLY!

NOVEMBER 7 - 10
SIZE  RETAIL  PRICE
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Remembrance Week is a time of sharing and closure 
for Aurora’s Silver Cross Mother

By Brock Weir

“No pain, no gain, my 
friend.” 

These are the words 
that often ring in the ears 
of  Aurora’s Donna Beek 
at this time of  year. When 
they passed the lips of  
her son, Corey Hayes, she 
was turning over a new 
leaf, battling health issues 
to get into tip-top shape 
to pass all the physicals 
needed to break into the 
Canadian Armed Forces 
at the age of  43, relatively 
late by military standards.

It was an uphill battle, 
and Corey was always 
waiting for her at the top 
of  that hill. He was, after 
all, the fifth generation of  
his family to serve in the 
Army, Navy, Air Force, and 
marines. From Donna’s 
perspective, joining up 
was the natural path for 
her son. 

Very proud of  his 
heritage, she remembers 
him proudly passing his 
tests in 2006 to drive high-
powered vehicles for the 
military, marking the 
occasion for posterity on 
his left calf  with a tattooed 
bulldog, chomping down 
on a cigar, standing atop 
two crossed rifles. 

As if  to underscore 
his pride, Corey tattooed 
“November 6, 2006” on 
the butt of  one of  the two 
rifles, leaving the second 
one blank. When asked 
what his plans were for the 
second, he told his mother 
that when he eventually 
retired from the military, 
the second rifle would 
finally get its date.

Looking at the tattoo, 
however, Donna says she 
had a nagging suspicion 
the butt of  the second rifle 
would never be complete.

Tragically, less than 
three years later, the 
feeling became a reality 
when Corey drove his 
light armoured vehicle 
over a roadside IED in 
Afghanistan, 17 days shy 
of  returning home from 
his mission after a one 
month extension. 

As a serving member of  
the Canadian Military, Ms. 
Beek knew the drill all too 
well. Getting a phone call, 
she said, usually signaled 
good news. She vividly 
recalls coming onto the 
base at New Brunswick’s 
CFB Gagetown with her 
then-husband, Corey’s 
stepfather, and being 
“accosted, for lack of  a 
better word” by superior 
officers and ushered into a 
quiet room.

Not long after, she 
joined three other families 
on the tarmac of  CFB 
Tenton for the ramp 
ceremony repatriating 
Corey and three of  his 
fellow soldiers back home 
to be met by their families. 

“The four families were 
lined up, receiving their 
remains,” she recalls. 
“The first three families 
were very emotional, 
screaming, crying, and 
then, when Corey was the 
last one off  the aircraft, all 
of  us in uniform were just 
quietly saluting. There 
was no noise, there were 

no exclamations, just pure 
silence.”

Being engrained in 
military life might have 
helped process their 
loss slightly differently 
than other families, she 
says. They were “very 
well versed” in what 
the job entails, aware of  
the element of  risk and 
danger. 

“We understand it. We 
get it. We know why this 
happened. We support 
the missions and why 
we’re there. There are no 
regrets. We all signed the 
dotted line,” she says.

And yet, when she 
is called upon to share 
her story this Saturday 
evening at the annual 
Remembrance Day 
Dinner at Aurora’s Royal 
Canadian Legion, or laying 
wreaths at the cenotaph 
on Sunday and Monday 
morning, those words “no 
pain, no gain, my friend,” 
are still fresh in mind.

She will perform these 
duties, stoically, as she 
has done in previous years 
as Aurora’s Silver Cross 
Mother, giving her the 
honour of  representing 
mothers across Canada, 
across generations, who 
have lost their sons and 
daughters to the horrors 
of  war. 

“I told Corey, ‘I like 
jewellery, but this is one 
piece of  jewellery I don’t 
want to get,’” she says 
of  her Silver Cross with 
a smile. “I still got it, 
but it is treasured over 
everything else. I could 
lose everything else, but 
this means the most to me. 
It will always be associated 
with him.”

When Corey’s remains 
were repatriated in 
Trenton, his story was 
much the same as the 
other three who were also 
brought off  the plane in 
full honours. Coffins are 
sealed, families aren’t 
able to see them for one 
last final time. Anything 
related to the where, the 
why, and the how rely 
strictly on the words of  
others. 

“We accept it, but we 
don’t get it,” she says. 
“It’s part of  our life, but 
it is hard to comprehend. 
When you have a loved 
one who has passed away 
and you go to that funeral 
and see them in that coffin, 
it is that sudden shock 
that it is real. We don’t 
get that. There is always 
that question, but it did 
happen.”

Because she didn’t 
get that full closure that 
most families get in other 
circumstances, Ms. Beek 
says sharing her story 
helps foster a degree of  
that sought after closure. 

“It works because 
the more we share our 
individual stories, it 
reinforces in our own 
mind the pride and our 
love and our continued 
support for the Forces 
today,” she says. “But, it 
also reminds us that it has 
been another year of  no 
phone calls, no visits, and 
just a stark reminder that 
another year has passed.

“We all handle it in our 
own capacity and there 
is no right way or wrong 
way. Some brag they have 
never cried about it, but 
that too is unhealthy. You 
have to purge the poison. 
Sometimes they cry every 
time they think about it 
because the hurt is just 
that deep. There are many 
different ways to cope. Is 
it right? Is it wrong? I am 
just doing it differently. 
By talking to people, it 
really helps put things into 
perspective.”

After hearing the 
words, “no pain, no gain, 
my friend”, in the back of  
her mind, she recalls an 
outgoing, fun-loving son 
who loved people and had a 
“big heart.” He was a “true 
gentleman to the elderly 
and the young and a real 
rogue when it came to his 
friends,” she remembers, 
underlining his “Arrgh! 
Bring it on!” attitude when 
it came to any challenge 
thrown his way. 

“He was a gentle, kind 
and decent kid and he 
just wanted to do good for 
people,” says Donna. “He 
believed in the mission. He 
hated, absolutely detested 
people being taken 
advantage of  and he would 

always come to the aid of  
the underdog. He would 
clear the room if  he had 
to. He would always have 
a candy in his pocket for a 
child over in Afghanistan 
and always had time for 
people.

“His supervisors 
would tell me they were 
frustrated with him for 
taking his time with 
everyone else and he was 
always really kind.”

Ms. Beek will place wreaths at Remembrance services at the Aurora Cenotaph on 
behalf of all Canadian mothers who have lost children in conflict. This year’s Re-
membrance ceremonies will take place at the Cenotaph on Sunday morning and on  
Monday, Remembrance Day. Both ceremonies start at approximately 10.45 a.m.

Auroran photo by Brock Weir
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Aurora’s Coriat named a “Game 
Changer” after public vote

By Brock Weir

Aurora’s Jessica Coriat 
will cheer extra loud this 
month when Canada’s top 
football teams go head to 
head in Saskatchewan, 
vying for the Grey Cup.

Earlier this year, Ms. 
Coriat set out to be the 
change she wanted to see 
in the world. 

She had valuable 
lessons to impart about 
living with cerebral palsy 
and carving out a sense of  
normalcy, a new normal, 
with the very valuable 
help of  the Toronto Rehab 
Foundation. Joining 
the foundation with her 
parents at a young age, 
the Foundation was 
able to teach her how 
to walk with a walker, 
navigate in a wheelchair, 
methods to make eating 
as easy as possible, and 
how to live her life with 
independence. 

Ms. Coriat and the 
Foundation put their 
heads together and put 
her forward as a possible 
Scotiabank Game 
Changer, a contest run by 
the bank by public vote 
with the winner collecting 
$25,000 for the charity of  
their choice, and a VIP 
Trip to Regina for the 101st 
Grey Cup.

“ C o u r a g e , 
determination and 
compassion are words 
that describe and define 
Jessica Coriat,” said 
the Scotiabank Game 
Changers program. 
“At the age of  24, she is 

dedicated to educating the 
public about people living 
with disability; she is 
committed to advocating 
on their behalf. Whether it 
is through volunteering or 
sharing her story, Jessica 
leads by example and aims 
to make a difference by 
inspiring people to believe 
in their own potential.”

Her work as a 
volunteer, giving back 
to the very organization 
that helped her gain 
her independence, was 
underscored to readers 
and voters, noting she 
shares a message of  hope, 
beating the odds, and 
being “living proof” of  
that philosophy. 

“She grew accustomed 
to her body often not 
doing what she wanted. 
She was constantly in 
pain. Despite several 
orthopaedic surgeries and 
ongoing care, Jessica lived 
with limited mobility. 
She adapted using special 
walking devices, but 
she was determined to 
improve. [Since finding 
Toronto Rehab, new 
therapy] has allowed 
Jessica to move her legs 
without pain. That was a 
remarkable moment she 
would never forget.”

Indeed, it was a 
memorable moment 
Jessica and her parents 
shared with The Auroran 
in late September, speaking 
about her campaign to be a 
“game changer” for others 
living with disabilities. 
Your votes helped propel 
Jessica over the top in 

being named Scotiabank 
Game Changer for the 
Hamilton Tiger Cats on 
October 26.

Her win was announced 
on the field at the Ti-Cats’ 
final game of  the season. 

“This program 
means so much to us at 
Scotiabank as it shines a 
much deserved light on 
local heroes who devote 
themselves to helping 
others,” said Scotiabank 
VP Ed Keohane in a 
statement. “Jessica is 
truly inspiring and a great 
example of  how one person 
can make a difference to 
the lives of  people in their 
community.”

Speaking to The 
Auroran after her win, 
Ms. Coriat says she had 
an intuition she was very 
much in it to win it, but 
didn’t let herself  get too 
carried away. For her, 
sharing her story and 
ultimately securing a win 
has given a voice to people 
who are often voiceless. 

“A lot of  people with 
my condition don’t have 
their voice,” she says. 
“I work with a bunch of  
people who are stuck in 
bed, they have catheters 
and feeding tubes because 
they don’t even have their 
basic functions. This 
means I am able to show 
them and show other 
people what they can give 
to the community and 
what the community has 
to give them.”

It was a no-brainer, 
she said, to help Toronto 

Santa could have some extra helpers  
in this month’s parade

By Brock Weir

It’s just over two weeks 
until Santa Claus makes 
his way down Yonge 
Street, and this year he 
could be joined by some 
extra helpers. 

To help make up for 
the Community Cultural 
Celebration, the final 
event in the four-event 
program planned to mark 
Aurora’s 150th birthday, 
getting rained out, 
elements and performers 
from the showcase could 
be incorporated into this 
year’s parade.

“We had discussed 
enhancing the parade, 
just like we did in the 
Canada Day Parade,” 
said Aurora 150 
Committee Chair Alison 
Collins-Mrakas, after the 
Committee nixed the idea 
of  holding a fifth event 
with a portion of  the 
over $100,000 they have 
left in their budget to 
celebrate the milestone 
anniversary.

“If  the money was 
there, the first thing I 
would do is get a hold 
of  the First Nations 
presentation,” agreed 
Shelley Ware, Special 
Events Coordinator for 
the Town of  Aurora. “I 
think it would be neat to 
have them in the parade.” 

Committee members 
concurred and are 
planning to bring 
in, pending Council 

approval, performers 
from the Cultural 
Celebration, including 
showcases representing 
the traditions of  the 
Falun Dafa, along with 
dancers keeping the 
heritage of  Crete alive, 
into the mix. This would 
be funded to a maximum 
of  $2,000 out of  their 
surplus. 

“If  these Cultural 
groups are in the 
parade, there might 
be other groups that 
have something more 
to offer,” said Ms. Ware. 
“Sometimes it takes 
something you can 
identify. If  you had 
someone with a Greek 
background and all of  
a sudden you saw the 
Cretan dancers, it might 
be a hype for you if  you 
saw a connection. You 
can create a connection 
with different groups 

that maybe you were 
not connecting with 
currently.”

Despite the rain, 
Committee members, 
and 80-100 who braved 
the rain, saw the 
Cultural Celebration 
as a success – so much 
so that the Committee 
is recommending to 
Council that elements of  
the Cultural Celebration 
be maintained for future 
years as a regular 
community party at Ada 
Johnson Park. 

Whether or not 
dancers and performers 
will join the parade, 
one thing is for sure: 
Santa arrives in Aurora 
on Saturday, November 
23 and will make his 
way down Yonge Street 
from Orchard Heights 
Boulevard to Murray 
Drive between 6 p.m. and 
8 p.m. 

Aurora resident Jessica Coriat was named Scotiabank’s Game Changer at the  
Hamilton Tiger Cats final regular season game last week.

Photos courtesy of the Toronto Rehab Foundation

Continued on page 22
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Call 905.833.5311
to book your table at York Region’s 

Most Historic Restaurant

Hogan’s Inn at Four Corners

EVERY SUNDAY FROM 11AM TO 3PM

Follow us on Twitter @HogansInn

$28

Hogan’s Inn at Four Corners

Live Bands:

Book Your Christmas Parties
and Special Functions

Thursday - Ladies Night is Back!
$5.00 Martinis • Appetizer Specials

Friday, Nov. 8th –
Crossroads

Saturday, Nov. 9th –
Jack Nimble

Friday, Nov. 15th –
Kelsi Jean

Saturday, Nov. 16th –
Bad Dogs

REVISED PROOF

Long live the king – King Richard’s, that is
By Chris McGowan

King Richard’s Pub opened the door 
to the public on October 15th, at 5.00 
p.m. after its predecessor King Henry’s 
closed the door in August.  

King Henry’s came with its own 
history for people in the local area. It 
was a place to meet friends and take 
your family for dinner to enjoy a good 
meal and have a cold one. It was a place 
where you were bound to see someone 
you knew. After all, the community is 
relatively small, and many likened it to 
“Cheers”.  

So, when the doors closed it felt like 
we had lost a friend.  

Last month, we drew a breath of  
relief  when the doors opened again.  
Tim Brochu, one of  the new owners, 
came from Montreal to Aurora in 2004. 
He admitted he had his eye on the 
popular pub for a long time.  

Brochu brings with him an 
abundance of  experience in the food 
industry as he started cooking in a 
restaurant part-time at the age of  
thirteen.  Since then, he has had many 
positions in various restaurants and 
the food service industry. 

He and his wife, Anne-Marie, have 
partnered with Gary and Erin Reed to 
run King Richard’s. As Brochu has a 
food service business as well, the day-
to-day operations of  King Richard’s has 
been left to Anne-Marie.  

Upon entering King Richard’s, it 
felt like we had come home, but it was 
a cleaner, brighter version of  that old 
friend. Gone are the old, red carpets 
which have been replaced with a 
cleaner, easier to maintain wood-type 
flooring  and the plates and pictures of  
all the old English kings that cluttered 
the walls of  King Henry’s have found 
another place to live as well.

The bar stands in the same spot, 
but there is better lighting and again 
upgrades that allow for a cleaner 

environment.
The menu has changed somewhat, 

although you can still get some of  the 
old pub favourites like liver and onions. 
Brochu was quick to inform us that he 
has introduced a much healthier menu, 
and he buys as much fresh and local 
food as he can.  

All the meat is purchased from 
Maunders in Aurora, with the exception 
of  poultry, which comes from P&F 
Meats on Woodbine Avenue. All the 
breads and pastries are purchased from 
Hurst Bakery, located across the road 
from the pub.   

“The menu is probably 80 per cent 
fresh food” said Brochu. “The only 
things we pull out of  the freezer are 
fries and onion rings.” 

The pub has also introduced a much 
larger wine list.

“We’ve had nothing but praise for 
our wine list” Brochu added.  

King Richard’s has maintained 
“chicken tenders” on the menu from 
the King Henry’s days which used to 
sell four or five kilos of  them a day. 
King Richards makes them fresh, they 
marinate the chicken, dip them in a 
buttermilk batter, then dust them in 
spices and flour and then deep-fry them.   

Brochu is proud to say the new 
chicken tender recipe is drawing 18 – 20 
kilos a day. Fresh food is the name of  the 
game in the kitchen at King Richard’s. 
The motto of  the day is “order less more 
often” said Brochu.  

Orders for fresh food, vegetables, 
meat and poultry are made daily to keep 
up with the turnaround, the required 
amount is determined, and orders are 
adjusted.  

“This is a family place” said Brochu.  
“It needed cleaning up a bit, but we 
want to maintain that feeling.”   

King Richard’s also has live 
entertainment on Thursday and 
Saturday nights, just like its 
predecessor.   

L.H. LIND REALTY INC.

15105 Yonge St., Suite 100, Aurora

lenard@lhlindrealty.com
View virtual tour for most listings

@www.lhlindrealty.comFeature Properties
FOLLOW  US  ON  TWITTER: twitter.com/lhlindrealty

OR  bEcOmE  a  FaN ON FacEbOOk:  FacEbOOk.com/lhlindrealty 

aurora’s toP sales Producer 2012†
“Service with Professionalism” 905-841-0000 • 416-410-8223

Ontario’s only...
ISO 9001 : 2008 REgISTERED
Residential Real Estate Company

Jackie Martin
Salesperson

adaM lind
Salesperson

Mike lind
Salesperson

eva O’Sullivan
Salesperson

lenard lind 
Broker of

record/Owner

Feature Properties

call today for a “Free” Property evaluation!* 905-841-0000
†based on IMS Stats  Aurora Offices*Some conditions apply.

HUNTER’S GLEN 5200 SF GEM!  PICTURESQUE PRIVACY 2.5 ACRES!

$2,549,900

Superb completely reno’d estate home in Aurora’s most sought-after estate community!  
Updated & upgraded “gourmet” centre island kit!  Sumptuous master w/enticing en-
suite!  Updated baths!  Knock-out prof. f inished walk-out bsmt!  Oasis backyard w/
pool with waterfall & hot tub and party room!  Simply sensational!

3560 SF STONE & BRICK RENOVATED GEM! FINISHED BASEMENT!

$949,000

Soaring 9ft ceil ings – open concept floor plan!  New gourmet centre island 
kitchen open to spacious family room!  Bathroom access to all bedrooms!  
Knockout f inished lower level with rec room, wet bar, games room, 5th bed-
room, sauna & 3pc bath!  Pool-sized 60 ft. lot!  

Bring your business home! Paved road access!  3 minutes to Highway 27! 2000+ square  foot, 8 year 
old bungalow! Open concept with bright, professionally finished lower level with in-law potential!  
Oversized heated double garage! Separate 3000 SF shop with 3 drive-in bay doors, 18 foot clear 
height and heated workroom! Loads of parking for trailers & trucks!

INNISFIL! 25 ACRES! CUSTOM BUNGALOW AND 3000 SF SHOP!

$1,250,000

Complete renovation!  Great for home business office – light industrial – fitness – research lab  
& more!  Steps to GO train!  Gleaming hrdwd floors!  Fresh modern décor!  Open concept 
floor plan!  New 2-piece washroom & 3 private offices on 2nd floor!  Unspoiled lower level!  
Fully fenced!  Great curb appeal – just move in!

AURORA OFFICE BUILDING WITH 7 PARKING SPOTS! 

$499,900

Sales Office/Model Home on 
Davina Circle, Yonge N. of Bloom-
ington – open at & Sun 1-4pm or 
by appointment.  Masterpiece 
5400SF + fully finished ‘lookout’ 
walk-up lower level show home 
In Bloomington Heights, Aurora’s 
most exclusive ‘gated’ enclave! 
Quality constructed by Hillsview 
Building Corp! Stone & brick back-
ing to scenic ravine! Soaring 10ft 
ceilings! Open concept floor plan! 
Can still choose your colours & 
upgrades!

5400 SF NEW HOME IN GATED BLOOMINGTON HEIGHTS!

$2,900,000

Sales Office Model Home on Davina 
Circle, Yonge N. of Bloomington to 
signs – open 1-4pm Sat & Sun or by 
appointment. Quality constructed by 
Sirling Cook Developments!  4900 
SF model home!  6 forested 1/3 acre 
ravine lots available!   3500SF to 
approx.  6000SF!  Bungalows and 
2-storey models available! Soaring 10 
ft ceilings!  Open concept floor plans!  
Gourmet kitchens w/granite cntrs & 
B-I appliances!  Pot lights!  Hardwood 
flrs!  Marble ensuites!  “Look-out” 
bsmts! 

AURORA’S GATED BLOOMINGTON HEIGHTS!  BUNGALOW MODELS AVAILABLE!

$2,900,000

Sales Office/Model Home on 
Davina Circle, Yonge N. of 
Bloomington – open at & Sun 
1-4pm or by appointment.  
3500SF stone & brick bunga-
low(s) & 1 bungaloft on ¼ ac to 
1/3 ac scenic ravine lots!  Gated 
enclave of estate homes quali-
ty constructed by Stirling Cook 
Developments!  10 ft. ceilings – 
gourmet kitchens – choose your 
colours & upgrades!  7 mins. to 
Hwy 404! 

AURORA’S BLOOMINGTON HEIGHTS BUNGALOWS! 3500 SF

FROM $1,900,000

32 acres employment 
lands!  Largest aero-
drome north of Buttonville 
Airport!  Property is 2 
km. long!  Directly across 
from world class water 
reclamation centre!  Ser-
vices, water and sewage 
to be completed by 2016!  
In area of future Bradford 
By-pass connecting Hwy 
404 to Hwy 400!  

93 ACRES! FEDERALLY REGISTERED AERODROME!

$4,900,000

One of a kind 1.45 acre ravine setting!  Overlooking Binder Twine Park – spectacular views!  
125 ft. frontage!  Sprawling open concept immaculately kept ranch bungalow!  Massive LR-
DR combo!  Eat-in centre island kitchen!  Den!  3 season “solarium”!  master w/inviting 5pm 
ensuite & dressing room!  In-law potential!  1 min. to downtown!  $1,695,000

DOWNTOWN KLEINBURG BUNGALOW GEM!
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130 Hollidge Blvd. • 905-727-6030

• Manicure 
• Spa Pedicure 
• Bio Gel 

• Solar Nails 
• UV Gel Nails 
• Acrylic 
• Air Brush Design

Walk-ins welcome
Wellington St. E.

Hollidge Blvd.
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$500
napoleonfireplaces.com

*
*FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY

Please call for details

Councillors will take another crack at confidentiality over Mavrinac “park”
By Brock Weir

Residents fighting for parkland in northeast Aurora could 
get some clarity this week on the future of  a six acre piece of  
undeveloped land at the eye of  a storm between neighbours, 
Council, and developers.

Councillors are expected to go into closed session once 
again at this week’s General Committee meeting to discuss 
details surrounding the possible acquisition of  the lot by the 
Town. 

The land in question, located on Mavrinac Boulevard, was 
originally earmarked for a new school for the York Catholic 
District School Board since 2007. More recently, however, 
the Catholic Board changed directions and ruled they no 
longer needed the land for future use. Under the terms of  the 
subdivision agreement, however, developers now need to offer 
the Town of  Aurora the right of  first refusal. 

Matters came to a head in the middle of  October at a 
public information session hosted by Councillor John Gallo 
with the purpose of  getting residents up to speed on what had 
transpired up to that point – as much as possible, as many of  
the details surrounding any potential land purchase, including 
price, were still bound by closed session confidentiality. 

Nearly 60 people from the surrounding community 
attended the session, voicing various degrees of  frustration 
including a lack of  information coming forward from 
Council, as well as the feeling of  being “misled” by developers 
as they had, in some cases, bought the properties they had “at 
a premium” to back onto either a school or parkland. 

“It’s Council’s call on whether or not they want to go into 
open session,” said Warren Mar, Solicitor for the Town of  
Aurora, when Council last discussed the matter on October 
15. “I think it is best if  Council heard that confidential 
information first.”

The majority of  Councillors opted to hear what Mr. Mar 
had to say in closed session and make information public 
thereafter. Councillor Wendy Gaertner, however, disagreed.

“This item should not be in closed session and should 
never have been in closed session, and I do not want it to go in 
closed session in any way to discuss it,” she said. 

After considerable time spent in closed session, Councillors 
voted to allow Mr. Mar to release some information to the 

public. 
“[Property owner] Minto had reserved that block for the 

proposed school for the York Catholic District School Board,” 
said Mr. Mar. “That reserve was part of  the subdivision plan 
from 2007 and discussions were ongoing with the school board 
and Minto. 

“Recently, the school board has decided they do not wish 
to purchase the property. Contained in the subdivision 
agreement between Minto and the Town, there is the right of  
first refusal for the Town to purchase that property. Currently, 
the Town and Minto are engaged in discussions with regards 
to that purchase. Right now, nothing is before Council or 
the Town with regards to planning applications or plans for 
development. The only discussions that are taking place is 
whether or not the Town wishes to purchase that particular 
piece of  property. That is the discussion that was had in closed 
doors, the contents of  which I am not going to disclose to the 
public.”

Commenting on Mr. Mar’s statement, Councillor Michael 
Thompson said residents might feel there is a sense of  
“urgency” on the future of  the land. Mr. Mar replied that 
that is not the case in that a decision needs to be made within 
weeks. The ball is back in Minto’s court, he added, suggesting 
a further deferral to this week’s General Committee meeting 
for the developer to respond. 

“There is still time for Council to make a decision and, if  it 
so wishes, have discussions out in public once they have all the 
details from Minto,” he said. 

When Councillors meet this week, debate is expected to 
continue. In addition to the closed session item, the agenda 
includes a notice of  motion from Councillor Gallo. It calls on 
Council to exercise its right of  first refusal outright on the 
Mavrinac Land. 

“The subdivision agreement states that ‘the owner [Minto] 
agrees to provide the Town of  Aurora…a first right of  refusal 
to purchase [the land] upon the same terms and conditions 
including, but not limited to, the purchase price of  the site as 
set out in its agreement with the York Catholic District School 
Board.” 

He calls on Council to “exercise [The Town’s] first right 
of  refusal as outlined in the subdivision agreement and 
purchase the property offering the purchase price as set out in 

its agreement with the York Catholic School Board; and…that 
the Town release all non-solicitor client privileged material 
provided to Council during all closed sessions regarding this 
issue.”

If  the motion remains on the agenda this week, a decision 
could be made as early as November 12. 

Debate highlights divisions on building a “cohesive” Council
By Brock Weir

While some Councillors 
backed a motion from 
Councillor Evelyn Buck to 
have Mayor Geoffrey Dawe 
to define his own view 
of  the mayoral role last 
month, debates stemming 
from the debate motion 
showed divisions around 
the Council table on how 
they see the Mayor’s role – 
and also how they perceive 
accountability. 

Some Councillors share 
the principle outlined 
in Ontario’s Municipal 
Act that the Mayor is 
Aurora’s Chief  Executive 
Officer, and at whom the 
proverbial buck ultimately 
stops. Going back to an 
earlier comment made in 
the discussion by Mayor 
Dawe that Councillor 
Buck’s motion smacked 
of  a pre-election “silly 
season”, Councillor Chris 
Ballard said he disagreed 
with that assessment 
and her motion deserved 
comment.

“I think there is a sense 
of  frustration that the 
CEO of  this organization 
is accountable to this 
body for making sure that 
what this body wants done 
in dealing with senior 
staff  is actually done,” 
said Councillor Ballard. 
“I have heard individual 
councillors talk about 
issues where they have 
voiced concerns in front 
of  us all only to see those 
concerns return. Without 
getting into details, I think 
that is at the root of  a 
lot of  frustration that is 
emanating tonight.”

Councillor Ballard 
added it is the 
responsibility of  the CEO 
to ensure, demonstrate, 
and remind Council 

and administration of  
their roles in ensuring 
accountability. Mayor 
Dawe, on the other hand, 
rejected the mantle of  the 
“CEO.”

“If  I was truly the CEO, 
some things would be 
dramatically different,” 
he said. “Whereas the 
Municipal Act does 
define that the office of  
the Mayor is the CEO 
that, at the very least, 
is a misrepresentation 
for anybody who as 
ever acted in that role. 
Those functions, those 
responsibilities, those 
rights are not available 
for the office of  the Mayor. 
Anyone who thinks they 
are, are either sadly 
disillusioned or they are 
trying to mislead others.” 

At the end of  the day, 
however, Councillor 
Buck’s motion related to 
“accountability” not just 
from the Mayor to Council, 
but for Council as a whole 
of  the elected body. 

“The fact is Council is 
the sum of  its parts and we 
are nine parts, each one of  
us with a single vote,” she 
said. “Nobody has more 
authority than the other. 
We are not subject to your 
authority. We are subject 
to a majority vote that is 
cast on any question.

“It might be a little late 
in some people’s minds 
to think that we could 
become a cohesive unit 
and I think that is what has 
been lacking from the very 
beginning an attempt to 
create a cohesive unit and 

we have not functioned 
as a Council. We have 

NOTICE OF PUBLIC PLANNING MEETING
Aurora Town Council will hold a public meeting on Wednesday, November 27 at  
7 p.m. in Council Chambers at Aurora Town Hall to receive public input on the 
following planning application.  

APPLICATION:  The Owner has submitted an application to amend the Zoning By-law to  
   allow the subject lands to be utilized for personal service shops and/or  
   business and professional offices. 

PROPERTY:  118 Wellington Street East

LEGAL DESCRIPTION: Lot 2, Registered Plan 107

APPLICANT:  Farshid Ameryoun

FILE NUMBER:  D14-19-08

 
CONTACT INFORMATION: For additional information, please contact Drew MacMartin, Planning &  
   Development Services department at 905-727-3123, extension 4347.  
   Comments may also be mailed to the Planning & Development   
   Services department at the address noted below, faxed to 905-726-4736  
   or emailed to planning@aurora.ca prior to the meeting.  
   Please quote file number D14-19-08.

Please note, The Town of Aurora collects personal information in communications or presentations made 
to Town Council and/or its Committees. The Town collects this information to make informed decisions 
on relevant issue(s). If you are submitting letters, faxes, emails, presentations or other communications to 
the Town, you should be aware that your name and the fact that you communicated with the Town will 
become part of the public record and will appear on the Town’s website. The Town will also make your 
communication and any personal information in it, such as your address, postal code or email address, 
available to the public unless you expressly request the Town to remove it. By submitting a fax, email, 
presentation or other communication, you are authorizing the Town to collect and use the above-noted 
information for this purpose. 

The Town audio records Public Planning Meetings. If you make a presentation to Town Council and/or its 
Committees, the Town will be audio recording you and Town staff and may make these audio recordings 
available to the public. Please direct any questions about this collection to the Town Clerk at  
905-727-3123, ext. 4771.

November 6, 2013

Town of Aurora 100 John West Way, Aurora, ON L4G 6J1 
www.aurora.ca/publicnotices | 905-727-3123 ext. 4347

TOWN OF AURORA 
PUBLIC NOTICE
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EXPERIENCE 
THE OUTDOORS AT THE COUNTRY DAY SCHOOL 

Imagine running through rolling hills and wetlands, locating fossils, butterfl ies and hummingbirds. Reading poetry under an oak tree. 
Launching a rocket into the big blue sky. Now imagine teachers aren’t ringing the bell to get you to come back in, they are out there 
with you, doing all the same things. Is the sky the limit? Not around here it isn’t. It simply gives our students a massive playing fi eld to 
seek out their own magical answers to the question,

WHO WILL YOU BE?
cds.on.ca/whowillyoube

The Country Day School offers JK-12 in 
a co-ed, non-denominational environment 
located on 100 beautiful acres in King.

13415 Dufferin St., King, ON  L7B 1K5
T: 905 833 1220     www.cds.on.ca

CDS_KingSentinel_Sep26_FINAL.indd   2 9/23/13   1:40 PM

JOIN US AT AN OPEN HOUSE
on November 14, 9 am – 12 pm

EXPERIENCE 
COMPETENCE 

EFFICIENCY

DI CECCO LAW 
Alessandro Di Cecco

AT YOUR SERVICE 

Corporate and 
Business law 
Real Estate 

Mortgages and Leases 
Wills and Estates 

Criminal 

Aurora 905-751-1517
www.diceccolaw.com

By Brock Weir

When local residents 
pooled their creative 
resources and planned a 
year-long celebration of  “A 
Day in the Life of  a Solider,” 
their mission wasn’t just to 
raise funds for the Queen’s 
York Rangers, Aurora’s 
home regiment, but also to 
build awareness.

As the date for the third 
and final event rapidly 
approaches this month, 
organizers of  the Traditional 
Mess Dinner, slated for the 
Royal Canadian Legion on 
Thursday, November 21, will 
be able to look back assured 
their mission has been 
accomplished.

“A Day in the Life of  a 
Solider” kicked off  with 
breakfast at Cardinal 
Golf  Club in March, and 
continued with a family and 
community lunch in May. 
The series culminates at the 
Royal Canadian Legion with 
a traditional mess dinner. 
For the uninitiated, this is 
not going to be anything 
close to a black tie affair, 
but a way to get up close 
and personal with current 
serving and veterans from 
the local regiment in a 
simple, but time-honoured 
style. 

“Our mission this year 
was to bring awareness to 
the Queen’s York Rangers 
because up to now people 
just see them walking up and 
down the streets of  Aurora 
with their backpacks on 
and they might just think 
they are going camping 
or playing military,” says 
committee member Kim 
Kerr. 

Any misconceptions 
will be quickly dispelled 
at this event, which will 
feature firsthand accounts 
from current Queen’s York 
Ranger Graeme Sherman, 
who has done a tour of  
duty in Afghanistan, Bruce 
Monker who survived 
getting caught in the line 
of  fire, and others who will 
be able to speak of  their 
experiences.

In putting together 
these events over the 
last year, the organizing 
committee  has been struck 
by the professionalism of  
the regiment and their 
willingness to share their 
experiences, added Ms. Kerr, 
noting they truly want to 
share with the community 
what they do. 

“They are an amazingly 
professional group of  
people who take their jobs 
very seriously and are very 
proud of  who they are and 
what they have done,” she 
says. 

“They are a hidden gem 
of  Aurora,” says fellow 
committee member Brian 
North. 

Inspector Gary Miner 
of  the York Regional Police 
knows what it means to 
serve. When Canadian 
regiments were seeing their 
soldiers coming back home 
after their recent Afghan 
tours to little or no fanfare, 
he wanted to do something 
to buck the trend. 

“To me, they were 
welcoming home the 
repatriated soldiers who 
had been killed, but not the 
ones who were coming back 
alive,” says Insp. Miner. 
“Once we started doing 

Day in the Life of the Soldier campaign to wrap with “Home for the Holidays” soldiers’ mess

that locally and getting into 
the fact we have a regiment 
in our area, we found they 
didn’t want to be front and 
centre. They just want to do 
their duty and carry on.”

As most of  the Queen’s 
York Rangers are back at 
home, this event will also 
serve to provide another 
welcome moment of  
appreciation, they say. There 
will be 15 members of  the 
Regiment on hand sitting 
amongst the ticket holders. 
There are also opportunities 
for members of  the public 
to sponsor tickets for 
individual soldiers.

“We’re also going to have a 
chance that evening to write 
the Queen’s York Rangers a 
‘thank you’ note,” says Ms. 
Kerr. “I think it is important 
to know we appreciate what 
they’re doing,” adds Ms. 
Kerr. “On that evening, 
an attendee will get a note 

and it will be distributed to 
them throughout the year 
whenever they need a little 
pick-me-up.

“Attendees will really 
feel involved in it. They’re 
not just going to come to a 
stuffy dinner; they’re going 
to come and meet and have 
a chat and walk away with 
some things.”

After the attendees walk 
away with their thoughts, 
memories, and what they 
have been able to glean 
from the soldiers, the 
organizing committee will 
have a moment to assess. 
They set an ambitious goal 
this year to raise $40,000 for 
the Queen’s York Rangers 
Regimental Assistance 
Fund, a benevolent fund 
to provide a helping hand 
to returning soldiers and 
their families adjust back 
to civilian life, whether it is 
providing them monetary 

assistance or practical help 
like skill building. While that 
was their main goal, when 
asked why they decided 
to devote so much of  their 
time for their cause, there is 
a common thread running 
through each committee 
member. 

“My dad was in the Navy 
after World War Two right 
up to the Korean War and 
he never talked about what 
happened,” said Miner. “I’m 
now learning it vicariously. 
A lot of  veterans, in my 
experience, are tough people 
to get stories out of. If  you 
have the privilege of  sitting 
down with today’s soldier 
and yesterday’s, you’re 
going to hear stories you’re 
never going to otherwise 
experience just by walking 
up to them and shaking 
their hand. We lose about 
1,000 World War II veterans 
every week in Canada and 

that knowledge is lost to us.”
Adds Steve Hinder: “In 

our generation, we’ve heard 
tons about veterans. My 
father was in the Second 
World War and we have 
been to about umpteen 
Remembrance Day services, 
but I think we forget today 
we have soldiers who are 
serving abroad. Our most 
recent veterans, we don’t 
think of  them as veterans 
necessarily because they 
have served us.

“I think this puts them 
in the spotlight and gives us 
another opportunity to say 
thank you.”

For more inform- 
ation, visit www.
qyrappreciation.ca.

Queen’s York Rangers Appreciation committee members Steve Hinder, Councillor 
Sandra Humfryes, Inspector Gary Miner, Kim Kerr, and Brian North hope to fill the 
Royal Canadian Legion on November 21 for a traditional mess dinner to cap “A Year 
in the Life of a Soldier.”               Auroran photo by Brock Weir
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THE LAST GREAT LOCATION IN 
PRESTIGIOUS UNIONVILLE,

UPPER UNIONVILLE CELEBRATES 
FALL WITH QUICK MOVE-INS AND A 

FUN “PUMPKIN FEST” EVENT

The allure of Unionville has long made this 
historic village the preferred destination for 
new home buyers, and all the more so with the 
phenomenal success of the Upper Unionville 
community. 

Now after a particularly productive summer, 
the community’s four builders have a number of 
inventory homes available, with occupancies as 
little as 90 days for those who want to move in 
quickly.

House hunters have been attracted not only 
by the quick move-ins available but also by 
the community’s recent “Pumpkin Fest” Fall 
Celebration.

Purchasers and members of the community 
were all invited to the customer appreciation event 
which took place on Sunday, October 27th at the 
Upper Unionville Sales Centre.  Over 700 attended, 
including lots of kids dressed up in their Halloween 
costumes.  

Everyone that attended received a free pumpkin 

from the mountain in front of the sales offi ce, and 
many of them carved it into a jack-o-lantern right on 
the spot, along with enjoying coffee, hot chocolate 
and treats from cookies to pumpkin pie tarts – and 
all provided compliments of the four builders.

Together, Arista Homes, Fieldgate Homes, 
Paradise Homes and Starlane Homes are offering 
a huge selection of luxury homes from which to 
choose at Upper Unionville, ranging in price from 
the mid $500’s to the $800’s.  Included in the vast 
range of fl oor plans being offered are 34’, 38’ 
and 42’ singles, 25’ and 28’ semi’s,  and freehold 
townhomes – all of which can be viewed online at 
MyUpperUnionville.ca.

Located at Kennedy Road and 16th Avenue, 
Upper Unionville is a thoughtfully conceived 
master-planned community just minutes from 
Unionville’s best shopping, restaurants and 
entertainment, including schools, parks and golf 
courses.  The neighbourhood is conveniently close 
to GO Transit and major highways for easy access 
to all points within the GTA.

Measuring over 200 acres, it’s the last great 

parcel of land remaining in Unionville, which has 

contributed to the tremendous popularity of the 

project amongst the new home buying public.

The community’s record-breaking launch 

benefi ted from a huge pent-up demand for homes 

in the prestigious area – a demand that resulted in 

over 1,000 sales since opening, while interest and 

sales have continued at a high level ever since.

The portfolio of new homes at Upper Unionville 

have all been designed to meet and exceed 

homebuyers’ expectations, in a family-oriented 

and pedestrian-friendly community that is a great 

place to move up to. Prospective purchasers should 

register at MyUpperUnionville.com now for more 

information on what inventory homes are now 

available, as well as to ensure they have a chance 

at the next release of lots which are coming soon.

For more information, contact:

Linda O’Connor

T: 416.868.6500 X229

C: 416.985.6400

RYAN DESIGN INTERNATIONAL

100 Sunrise Ave., Suite 111

Toronto, ON M4A 1B3

     The Auroran Community Newspaper would like to announce that as our paper continues to grow we are switching to 

To book your route please email Zach at zach@auroran.com

Carrier Delivery! 
 

Kids...looking to make some 
Extra Money?

One of the many benefits of this switch is that it will be employing the youngsters of Aurora in delivering our paper. The Auroran continues to secure carriers for routes all over Aurora.
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Join us for an informative evening and learn
how we can help your child succeed.

November 13 Introduction to Senior School
6:30 pm - 8:00 pm for Grades 9 to 12

At Pickering College, our students learn to excel academically, to develop
character, make friends and prepare for their future. Meet our teachers,
students and hear our families speak about their experiences at our school.
100% university placement!

$5,000 Entrance scholarships available (Grades 7, 8 & 9)

To register, please contact our Admission Office at
905-895-1700 ext. 259 or admission@pickeringcollege.on.ca.

Independent Co-educational Day and Boarding School
since 1842 | JK to University Preparatory

16945 Bayview Avenue, Newmarket, ON, Canada
Visit us at www.pickeringcollege.on.ca

(1) Christopher has some sinister plans for a piano-playing Superwoman (Nicola Jago of the Aurora Historical Society) at Haunted Hillary House on Thursday night. (2) 
Chris, a carrier for The Auroran, gives the thumbs-up to special Halloween burgers grilled up by Greg Foster of M&M Meat Shops. (3 & 4) as did “Mario and Luigi” (Rachel 
and MD), and Nicole and Joanne, a mother-daughter duo. (5) Bonnie and Ross started the celebrations early with an afternoon Halloween Party held at the Hollandview 
Trail Retirement Community.                        Auroran photos by David Falconer

Halloween takes over Aurora!
1 2 3

5

4
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11645 YONGE ST.    905-883-3555

RichmondHillSubaru.com

NewRoads EAR 5  10/19/12  3:28 PM  Page 2

17415 YONGE ST.   905-898-3661 
kiaofnewmarket.com

NewRoads EAR 5  10/19/12  3:27 PM  Page 1

PROUDLY SUPPORTING LOCAL SPORTS

NewRoads Basebar Auro 2  10/12/12  5:00 PM  Page 2

AMHA RESULTS 

AMHA Results
Oct 20 - 27, 2013

House League

AMHA Results
Oct 20 - 27, 2013

House League
110 Timbits - Philly Orange: 5 
Gavin Ellerby  3G, Shawn Belman 1A,
Nick Fryer 1A,  Justin Gao 1A,  Nicolas
Saavedra 1A,  Elijah Forde 1G 2A,  
109 Timbits - Colorado Burgandy:   6 
Giancarlo DiNunno 1G, Ryan Torisawa
2A,  Landon Connelly 2A,  Anthony
DiNunno 1A,  Carson MacLean 1G 1A,
Alex Terzo 1A,  Adam Matar 2A,  Gavin
Toor 1G, Sam Ackerman 1A,  Justin
Chalebois 1G,  

104 Timbits - Edmonton Blue:   2 
Andrew Vaughan 1G, Cohen Bugeja 1G,
Tobias DeVries 1A,  Isaac Pearl 1A,
Alessandro Rabito 1A,  Mateo Graham
1A,   
110 Timbits - Philly Orange:   10 
Lucas Rossi 4G, Justin Gao 2G 1A, Everit
Smith 1G 1A, Lucas Ellerby 2G 4A, Gavin
Ellerby 2A,  Elijah Forde 2A,  Jack Reeves
3A,  Nick Fryer 2A,  Sebastian Rodriguez
1A,  Daniel Patterson 1A,  Aidan
Chouinard 2A,  Nicolas Saavedra 1A,
Lukas Skanga 1G, 

104 Timbits - Edmonton Blue:   3 
Isaac Pearl 1G, Angelo Ventrella 2G,
Andrew Vaughan 1A,  Ben Butler 1A,
Tobias DeVries 2A,   
103 Timbits - New York White:   1 
Jayden Dosanjh 1G, Kyle Cordigley 1A,
Adam Solimon 1A,   

110 Timbits - Philly Orange:   11 
Gavin Ellerby 3G 1A, Shawn Belman 1G
2A, Daniel Patterson 1A,  Lucas Rossi 1G
2A, Elijah Forde 3A,  Justin Gao 1G 1A,
Everit Smith 1G 1A, Nick Fryer 3A,
Sebastian Rodriguez 1G, Nicolas
Saavedra 1A,  Jack Reeves 1G 1A, Aidan
Chouinard 1G, Noah Kirkey 1G 1A, Lukas
Skanga 1A,  Lucas Ellerby 1A,   
108 Timbits - LA Purple:   3
Rylie Kiratzis 1G, Calum Heath 1G 1A,
Ben Irvine 1G, Thomas Swalwell 1A,
Nate Walker 1A,   

109 Timbits - Colorado Burgandy:   0 
107 Timbits - Minnesota Dark Green:   8 
Riley MacMillan 1G, Joshua Wang 1A,
Liam MacMillan 3G, Michael Chudakov
2A,  Grayson Butler 1G, Matyas Djordjevic
1A,  Thomas Bianco 1A,  Tyler Vasilevski
1G, Griffin Carriere 1G 1A, Eric Mueller
1A,  Tyler Brown 1G 1A, Sam Whittle SO,   

102 Timbits - Nashville Yellow:   5 
Noah Savage 3G 1A, Kane Poland 1G
2A, Anthony Pugliese 1G, Drew
Spampinat 2A,  Spencer Savage 1A,
Ryan Ko 1A,  Matteo Quercia 1A,  Will
McCorquodale 1A,   
105 Timbits - Chicago Black:   5 
Jamie McDonald 3G 1A, Ryan Day 1G
1A, Charlie Jurchuk 1G, Cade Irvine 1A,
Shawn Rame 1A,  Cameron Rose 1A,
Cole Jurchuk 1A,  Nicholas McDonald 1A,
Mackenzie Turpin 1A,  Tiki Reid 1A,   

110 Timbits - Philly Orange:   3 
Lukas Skanga 1G, Shawn Belman 2A,
Lucas Rossi 1G 1A, Elijah Forde 2A,
Gavin Ellerby 1G,  
106 Timbits - San Jose Teal:   3 
Jonathan Sandras 1G, Christian Aitas 1A,
Stephen Pauselli 1A,  Easton Bailey 1G
1A, Hayden Thorne 1G 1A, Brennan
Mangat 1A,  Tyler Parent 1A,   

102 Timbits - Nashville Yellow:   4 
Anthony Pugliese 2G, Noah Savage 1G
1A, Kane Poland 1G 2A, Daniel
Leyderman 2A,   
101 Timbits - Montreal Red:   9 
Graham Aikins 2G, Daniel Kostoff 3G,
Rylan Wilson 2G, Mitchell Harding 1G,
Jack Procyk 4A,  Alex Frantellizzi 1G 2A,
Dylan Watt 2A,  Jacob Warecki 1A,
Constantine Arniotis 2A,  Noah Mcloed
2A,  Connor Mifsud 1A,  Carter Sarabun
1A,   

109 Timbits - Colorado Burgandy:   3 
Ryan Torisawa 1G, Giancarlo DiNunno

1G, Carson MacLean 1G, Landon
Connelly 1A,   
103 Timbits - New York White:   8 
Matthew Cogswell 3G 2A, Kyle Cordigley
1G 1A, Kyle Cordigley 1G 1A, Alexander
Mann 1G, Aiden Miller 2G 1A, Jacob
Collura 1G, Adam Solimon 3A,  Lucas
Mochizuk 2A,   Jaiden Gunanathan 1A,   

205 Caravan Kids - Chicago Black:   8 
Aryan Dham 1G, Carter Gillies 3G, Alex
Weir 3G, William Pare 1G,  
204 Caravan Kids - Edmonton Blue:   3 
Andrew Mettel 1G, Jonathan Robertson
1G, Owen Jacobs 1G,  

202 Caravan Kids - Nashville Yellow:   1 
Bryce Lamontagne 1G,  
203 Caravan Kids - New York White:   1 
Stefano DeAppollonia  1G,  

607 Caruso & Company:   1 
Mason Barone 1G, Blake Burns 2PM,   
605 Omar's Shoes:   3 
Jack Gauthier 1G, Jake Byrne 1G, Ethan
Joiner 1G, Leo Douvinos 1A,  John Dol
1A,   

605 Omar's Shoes:   3 
Ethan Joiner 1G, Jake Byrne 2G, Michael
Pantalone 1A,  John Dol 1A,    
609 Thom Partners Sports Marketing:
1 
Ben Akkermans 1G, Stetson Colicchio 1A,   

603 McAlpine Ford:   9 
Jack Viney 4G, Andrew Fiorini 1G 2A,
Andrew Turriff 1G, Liam Graham 1G 1A,
Aiden O'Toole 1G, Mark Clutterbuck 1A,
Nathan Smith 1A,  Will Sherman 1G 1A,  
602 Laurion Law Office:   6
Matthew Gram 4G 1A, Jacob Crocker 1G,
Owen Hall-Lalonde 1A,  Joseph Picheca
1G 2A,  

811:   1 
806 Benson Kearley IFG:   5 

802 Dr. Weaver's Drillers:   7
Colin Boorn 2G 2A, Matthew Rotman 2G,
Chris Sands 2G, Roberto Iervasi 1G,
Sean Mackrell 2A,  Ryan Mascarenhas
1A,   
808 Inaria:   4 
Keaton Thompson 3G, Troy Lane 1G,
John Powell 1A,   

806 Benson Kearley IFG:   3
Hayden Edwards 2G 1A, Noah Murphy-
Sealy 1G,  
810 Peirce McNeely Assoc. Lawyers:
9 
Andrew Sutherland 4G 1A, Ried Ludbate
1G, kyle wulle 3G, Matt LeClair 1G,  

811:   4 
803 Optimist Club of Aurora:   6 

803 Optimist Club of Aurora:   2 
810 Peirce McNeely Assoc. Lawyers:
7 

805 York Region Auto:   2 
Josh Fallovalitta 2G,  
802 Dr. Weaver's Drillers:   4 
Matthew Rotman 1G 1A, Tony Sul 1G,
Matthew Winters  1G, Roberto Iervasi 1G,
Sean Mackrell 1A,  Ryan Cameron 1A,
Louie Simonin 2A,   

902 Mayfair Systems:   4 
909 Ice Photo's Puck Bandits:   3 

904 Orr & Associates:   1
Alec Popa 1G, Michael Boorn 1A,   
907 Aurora Lodge #148 IOOF:   4 
Matthew Bellerby 2G, Harrison Lambrinos
1G 1A, Jordan Screech 1G, Riley
Callaghan 2A,  Connor Gonsalves 2A,
Cameron Screech 1A,   

903 BMO Bank of Montreal:   3 
Collin Dyer 1G, Nicholas Scougall 1G,
Justin Laird 1A,  Markus Hamann 1G, Will
Stroud 2PM,  Will Stroud 2PM,   
908 Diamond Groundskeeping
Services:   4 
Brendan Ruaskaweu 2G, Aleex Carter 1A,
Derek Keau 1G 1A, Mathew Iezza 1G 1A,
Ryan Yilmaser 1A,  Anthony Loduga 1A,
Jacob Hatton 1A,   

905 VEGFRESH:   2 
906 The Backyard Pool & Spa
Company:   2 

907 Aurora Lodge #148 IOOF:   10 

Ryan Batten 3G, Matthew Bellerby 3G 1A,
Harrison Lambrinos 3G, James Power 1G
2A, Cameron Screech 2A,  Harrison
Ghazouli 1A,  Jordan Screech 1A,  Zak
Keller 1A,  Matthew Barnett 1A,  Riley
Callaghan 1A,  Andre Cristillo 1A,  Joel
Robinson 1A,   
902 Mayfair Systems:   3 
Chris Sutherland 1G 1A, Roni Davelman
1G, Matthew Neice 1G, Alex Tashos 1A,
Josh Capodaghli 1A,  Ryan Ouwroules
1A,   

908 Diamond Groundskeeping
Services:   2 
Riley Weller 1G, Mathew Iezza 1G,  
901 Pizzaville Aurora:   0 

901 Pizzaville Aurora:   5 
Graeme McDonald 2G, Michael Dowling
2G, Daniel McConnell 1G 1A, Andrew
Klinowski 1A,  Blake Holtby 2A,   
907 Aurora Lodge #148 IOOF:   3 
Matthew Bellerby 2G, James Power 1G,
Cameron Screech 1A,  Ryan Batten 1A,   

1007:   5 
1001 :   5 

1004 North York Heating & Plumbing:
5 
1006 Jonathan's:   2 

1003 Ice Photo's Puck Bandits:   1 
1008 Winchurch Environmental Inc.:   2 

1005 ADC Aluminium:   3 
1002 ATS Healthcare:   1 

1002 ATS Healthcare:   1 
1003 Ice Photo's Puck Bandits:   2 

1004 North York Heating & Plumbing:
2 
1001 :   6 

1006 Jonathan's:   2 
1007:   0 

Rep League
Tyke:
Barrie 2: 7 
Select A: 2 
Luc Warner 1G, Nate Brentnell 1G, Jack
Thomson 1A,   

Tyke Select A: 4
Newmarket: 2  
Marcus Gingl 1G, Nate Brentnell 2G,
Jared McNeil 1G 1A, Erik Guilbert 2A,
Jack Thomson 1A,  Luc Warner 1A,   

Tyke: 
Select A: 4 
Newmarket: 1 
Jared McNeil 1G 1A, Erik Guilbert 2G, Luc
Warner 1G, Griffin Lamanna 1A,  Max
Bruce 1A,    

Novice A:  
Barrie: 5 
Aurora Tigers: 0

Novice A:
Newmarket: 7 
Aurora  Tigers: 3 
Riley Saltzman 2G, Yiannis Skanderis 1G,
Tyler Hewitt 2A,  Jack Hargrave 1A,   

Novice A:
Newmarket: 3
Aurora Tigers: 2 
Riley Saltzman 1G, Jack Hargrave 1A,
Cristian Pisapia 1G,   

Minor Atom A: 
Aurora Tigers: 2 
Richmond Hill: 1 
Cayden Conelly 1G, Dylan Vasilevski 1G,
Thomas Bradley 1A,  Nathan Mochizuki
1A,    

Minor Atom AE:
Aurora Tigers: 3 
Barrie: 2
Josh Mcleod 1G, Kevin Wasserman 2G,
Malcolm Parkinson 1A,  Yi Wang 1A,
Ryan Blakley 1A,   

Minor Atom AE:
Aurora  Tigers: 4
Markham Waxers: 0
Matthew Keizer 1G 1A, Kevin Wasserman
1G 1A, Ethan Powell 2A,  Josh Mcleod
1G, Malcolm Parkinson 1A,  Ryan Blakley
1A,  Sam Belman 1G, Yi Wang 1A,  Julian
Martin SO,      

Minor Atom A: 
East Gwillimbury: 4 
Aurora Tigers: 1
Nathan Mochizuki 1G, Austin Venneri 1A,    

Minor Atom A:
Aurora Tigers: 7 
Newmarket: 1
Thomas Bradley 3G, Matthew Gianforcaro
1G 1A, Nathan Mochizuki 1G, Austin
Venneri 1G, Stephen Gummersall 1G 1A,
Eric McHale 1A,  Adriano Fanuzzi 3A,
Noah Smith 1A,  Kellan Sherman 2A,
Wyatt LaPlante 1A,  Dylan Vasilevski 1A,
Jordan Dool 1A,   

Minor Atom A: 
Nobleking: 4
Aurora  Tigers: 1 
Nathan Mochizuki 1G, Kellan Sherman
1A,    

Minor Atom A:  
Orillia: 2 
Aurora Tigers: 1
Matthew Gianforcaro 1G, Stephen
Gummersall 1A,    

Minor Atom AA: 
Aurora Tigers: 1 
TNT: 0 
William Haines 1G, Andrew Parsons 1A,    

Minor Atom AE: 
Aurora Tigers: 6
Georgina Blaze: 0 
Yi Wang 1G, Ryan Blakley 1G 1A,
Malcolm Parkinson 2G 1A, Vince Russo
2A,  Ryan Clutterbuck 1G, Nolan Chiarelli
1A,  Ethan Powell 1G, Alex Nechadim SO,   

Minor Atom AA:  
Newmarket: 3 
Aurora Tigers: 1
William Haines 1G, Aaron Rose 1A,    

Minor Atom AA:
Aurora Tigers:4
Newmarket Redmen: 1 
Cameron Boyd 1G, Nolan Heggie 1A,
Jack Beswick 1G, Andrew Parsons 1A,
Spencer Thomson 1A,  Adam Rame 1G,
Ayden Posa 1G, Emmett Ross 1A,  Daniel
Iwai 1A,   

Atom RS:
Aurora  Tigers: 2 
Ajax: 1
Matteo Rossi 1G, Colm MacEachern 1A,
Cayden Visser 1G, Ben Cordingley 1A,   

Atom AE: 
Aurora Tigers: 3 
Schomberg: 1
Ryan Fowler 1G, George Rappos Jr.  1G,
Lucas De Palma 1G 2A, Tyler Cox 1A,    

Atom AA: 
Georgina Blaze: 3
Aurora Tigers: 1 
Owen Hollett 1G, Tommy Hollett 1A,  Jake
McMillan 1A,   

Atom AE: 
Aurora Tigers: 3 
Newmarket: 0 
Lucas De Palma 1G, George Rappos Jr.
1G 1A, Riley Pearl 1G, Tyler Cox 1A,
Kurtis Gipp 1A,  Nicholas Petinarelis 1A,
Ben Charette SO,    

Atom AA:
Aurora Tigers: 2 
Newmarket: 2
Gage Gonsalves 1G, Owen Hollett 1G,
Ethan Belisle 1A,  Calum Ormond 1A,   

Atom AA:  
Aurora Tigers: 4 
Newmarket: 3 
Tommy Hollett 2G, Owen Hollett 1G 1A,
Ethan Belisle 2A,  Liam Taylor 1A,  Calum
Ormond 1G, Myles Graham 1A,    

Atom AE:
Newmarket Redmen:  2 
Aurora Tigers: 1 
George Rappos Jr.  1A,  Lucas De Palma

1A,  Ryan Fowler 1G, 

Minor Peewee AE: 
Richmond Hill: 5 
Aurora Tigers: 4 
Ethan Ritchie 1G, Ian Hilgendorff 1G,
Mitchell Weatherall 1G, Geoffrey Wilson
1G, James Sproul 1A,  Andrew Scott 1A,

Carson Tidd 1A,    

Minor Peewee AE: 
Aurora Tigers: 5
Barrie Colts: 2
James Sproul 1G, Logan Kidder 1G,
Mitchell Weatherall 1G 1A, Ethan Ritchie
1G, Geoffrey Wilson 1G, Sam MacLeod
2A,  Ian Hilgendorff 1A,  Carson Klein 1A,   

Minor Peewee AE: 
Aurora Tigers: 5 
Stouffville: 1 
Geoffrey Wilson 1G 1A, James Sproul 1G
2A, Carson Klein 1G, Ethan Ritchie 2G
1A, Ian Hilgendorff 1A,  Carson Tidd 2A,    

Minor Peewee AE:
Aurora Tigers: 3 
Hamilton: 2 
Geoffrey Wilson 2G 1A, Mitchell
Weatherall 1G, Logan Kidder 1A,    

Minor Peewee AE: 
Kitchener: 4
Aurora Tigers: 2
Ethan Ritchie 1G, Mitchell Weatherall 1G,
Jake Iwai 1A,  Geoffrey Wilson 1A,   

Minor Peewee AE: 
Milton Winterhawks: 3
Aurora Tigers: 2
Geoffrey Wilson 1G, Carson Tidd 1G,
Andrew Scott 1A,   

Minor Peewee AE:
Aurora Tigers: 0 
TBD: 0 

Minor Peewee A: 
Orillia: 3
Aurora Tigers: 1 

Minor Peewee AE:
Aurora Tigers: 7 
TNT: 2 
Sam MacLeod 1G, Ethan Ritchie 1G 1A,
Carson Klein 1G, Ian Hilgendorff 1G,
Mitchell Weatherall 1G, Jake Iwai 1G,
James Sproul 1G, Logan Kidder 3A,
Geoffrey Wilson 2A,  Carson Tidd 1A,    

Minor Peewee AE: 
Aurora Tigers: 2 
Newmarket: 0 
Mitchell Weatherall 1G, Logan Kidder 1G,
Ian Hilgendorff 1A,  Andrew Scott 1A,
Nicolas Alvarez SO,    

Peewee A: 
Markham Waxers: 1
Aurora Tigers: 0 

Peewee A: - 
Aurora Tigers: 4 
Richmond Hill: 4 
Harris Goan 1G 1A, Luke O'Keefe 1G 1A,
Tyler Sawyer 1G, Anthony DiPietro 1A,
Matthew McConnell 1A,  Adam Wloka 1A,
Blair Crabbe 1G, Connor Thomas 1A,    

Peewee A: 
Newmarket: 4 
Aurora Tigers: 0

Peewee AE: 
Aurora Tigers: 2
Newmarket Redman: 0 
Luke Catania 1G, Russell Tanaka 1A,
Carson Williams 1G, Carson Honiball SO,   

Peewee A: 
Aurora Tigers: 2 
Newmarket Redmen: 0
Andrew Park 1G, Anthony DiPietro 1A,
Myles Vasilevski 1G, Luke O'Keefe 1A,
Craig Therkildsen 1A,   

Minor Bantam AE: 
Aurora Tigers: 9
Ajax: 0

Minor Bantam AE:
Barrie: 3 
Aurora Tigers: 2 

Minor Bantam AE:
Whitby: 3
Aurora Tigers: 2 

Minor Bantam AE: 
Aurora Tigers: 4 
Oshawa: 2

Minor Bantam AE:
Richmond Hill: 7 

Aurora Tigers: 2 
Colin Windle 1G, Anthony Capraro 1G 1A,
Justin Evans 1A,  Braden Reid 1A,    

Minor Bantam A:  
Richmond Hill: 4 
Aurora Tigers: 1
Fin Reeves 1G, Andrew Jorgensen 1A,    

Minor Bantam AE: 
Aurora Tigers: 3 
East Gwillimbury: 2
Nicholas Vamvakaris 1G, Anthony
Capraro 1G, Ty Boisseau 1G 1A,  

Minor Bantam A: 
Aurora Tigers: 6 
Newmarket: 1 
Fin Reeves 1G, Thomas Morra 1A,  Lucas
Surace 2G 1A, Andrew Jorgensen 1G 1A,
Nicholas Rountes 1G 1A, Carter
Wilmsmeyer 1A,  Nicholas Keller 2A,
Fraser Ciocca 1G,   

Minor Bantam AE: 
Aurora Tigers: 0
Newmarket Redmen: 0 
Trevor Smith SO,   

Minor Bantam A: 
Newmarket Redmen: 3 
Aurora Tigers: 1 
Peter Chimienti 1G, Andrew Jorgensen
1A,  Nicholas Rountes 1A,   

Minor Bantam AE:  
Newmarket: 5 
Aurora Tigers: 0

Bantam AE;
TNT: 6 
Aurora Tigers: 1

Bantam AE:
AuroraTigers: 5 
Markham:0

Bantam AE:
Stouffville Clippers: 4
Aurora Tigers: 2 

Bantam A:
Innisfil: 4
AuroraTigers: 1 
Devlin Kauffeldt 1G,   

Bantam A:
Barrie: 3
Aurora Tigers: 0 

Bantam A:
Aurora Tigers: 6 
Newmarket: 4 
Alexander Simardone 2G 1A, Philip
Wolanski 1G 1A, Lucas Dane 1G 1A,
Reid Carpenter 1G, Jack Camplin 1G
2A, Jeremy Rusnell 1A,  Graydon
Belgue 1A,  Mark Kalmisto 1A,    

Bantam AE: 
Aurora Tigers: 4 
Newmarket: 1 

Bantam A:  
Aurora Tigers: 3 
Newmarket Redmen: 1
Philip Wolanski 2G, Alexander
Simardone 1G, Max Goldman 1A,
Curtis Romanchych 1A,  Mark
Kalmisto 1A,   

Minor Midget AA: 
Aurora Tigers: 2 
Newmarket Redmen: 1
Connor Downs 1G, Connor Irving 1G,
Bryan Manweiler 1A,  Christian
Arcuri 1A,  Michael Shum 2A,   

Minor Midget AA: 
Aurora Tigers: 4 
Newmarket: 4 
Connor Downs 1G 1A, Cameron
Zinner 2G 1A, Christian Arcuri 1G,
Bryan Manweiler 1A,  Zack Phillips
1A,  Taylor Kauffeldt 1A,   

Midget AE: 
Richmond Huill: 5
Aurora Tigers: 2 

Midget AE:
Aurora Tigers: 3 
Newmarket: 3 

Midget AE:
Newmarket Redmen: 2
Aurora Tigers: 1 
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Edward Street Market

Your Local Fresh Market... a brand new look & new products as of last week! Designed to serve
you better, our newly
renovated market
features fresh
Grade A produce,
fresh baked goods
& prepared foods,
gourmet soups, dairy,
premium meat cuts,
�ne cheeses/deli &
a smart array of grocery 
products chosen with 
you in mind.

Looking forward to seeing you!

 

14785 Yonge St, Aurora, ON
www.edwardstreet.ca, Ph 905.841.9500

Prepared & Packaged!

Fresh Baked Goods!
Premium Meat Cuts! Grade A Produce!

Tigers claw into first place after taking down Toronto and Burlington
By Jeff Doner

The Aurora Tigers have continued to iron 
out the wrinkles in their game and still find 
themselves in first place after two more wins 
last week.

With victories over the Toronto Junior 
Canadiens and the Burlington Cougars, 
the Tigers are four points ahead of  rival 
Newmarket Hurricanes with a game in 
hand.

“Things look really good,” said Tigers 
defenceman Eric Williams. “Getting off  to 
a slow start, even good teams need to learn 
how to lose, so we finally strung a few wins 
together in a row and got our confidence 
up. We just got into first place now, so we’re 
just looking to pull away from the rest of  the 
division and I think we’ll do well.”

On Friday night, the Tigers welcomed 
the Junior Canadiens to the ACC looking 
to bounce back from a 4 – 3 overtime loss to 
Pickering.

Kevin Entmaa tended the net for the 
Tigers and looked sharp despite Toronto 
taking a 1 – 0 lead in the first on a five on 
three power play.

Captain Robert Angiolella evened things 
up three minutes later, netting a power play 
marker of  his own.

The usual suspects, Dylan Sikura and 
Kory Kennedy, drew the assists on the tying 
goal.

With the score tied heading into the 
second, the Tigers tightened up and Entmaa 
closed the door as the ice seemed to shift the 
Tigers’ way.

With two minutes remaining in the 
period, Michael Laidley potted his eleventh 
of  the season (tops on the Tigers for goals) to 
finally break the 1 – 1 tie.

Calvin Higley and Laidley added third 
period goals to solidify a 4 – 1 win for the 
Tigers.

Aurora fired a total of  44 shots, while 
Entmaa made 22 saves for the win.

 “They are a pretty good hockey club and 
I thought we just literally played hard for 60 
minutes,” said head coach James Richmond. 
That’s what’s going to happen when we do 
that. We’ve got good goaltending and Kevin 
Entmaa was the difference this weekend. He 
was excellent.”

On Saturday night, the Tigers made a 

trip to Burlington to face the Cougars in a 
physical game.

The first period was apparently a bit of  a 
sleeper, with a scoreless tie heading into the 
second, but that wouldn’t last long as Tiger’s 
assistant captain Taylor McCloy broke the 
stalemate just over a minute into the period.

Burlington tied thing up on the power 
play, but Alex Gilmour and Sikura replied for 
the Tigers to give them a 3 – 1 lead.

Sikura’s goal gave him six in just nine 
games since coming back from injury. He 
has managed to score 17 points in that span, 
giving the Tigers incredible depth on their 
forward lines.

“The guys are really buying in and 
skating hard and we’ve got some guys back 
in the lineup that are definitely going well 
right now,” said Richmond. “Sikura is 
almost at two points per game and he and 
Laidley seem to have found some pretty 
good chemistry. Same with Angiolella and 
Kennedy. It’s a pretty good one-two punch 
we’re coming at teams with.”

Burlington scored to start the third 
period, but the Tigers came right back and 
made sure not to let the Cougars back in the 
game.

McCloy scored his second of  the game, 
shorthanded, and Higley added another to 
make the final score 5 – 2.

Entmaa earned the win and the game’s 
first star with a 28-save performance.

“He’s really stepped it up the past few 
weeks as we’ve been winning here,” said 
Kory Kennedy, who leads the Tigers with 22 
points. “He has been making those key saves 
that really matter when it comes down to a 
close game.”

Over the two weekend games, the only 
goals the Tigers allowed were on the penalty 
kill. Kennedy thinks his team is finally on 
the right track.

“After the little rough patch we hit there 
I think we have finally found what it takes to 
win as a team and honestly, I think if  we keep 
it simple we have what it takes,” he said.

Kennedy’s play on the ice this year has 
also caught the attention of  the right people, 
as the Tigers veteran forward recently 
committed to Sacred Heart University in 
Connecticut for next season.

The Tigers return home on Friday night 
to play Mississauga at the ACC at 7.30 p.m. 

(Top) Calvin Highley and Kory Kennedy celebrate Robert Angiolella’s first period 
goal against the Toronto Junior Canadiens at the ACC on Friday night. The Tigers 
bested the Canadiens 4 – 1. (Bottom) At the end of October, the Tigers faced off 
against the Newmarket Redmen, claiming their fourth Home & Home series victory. 
Pucks were dropped by Aurora Mayor Geoffrey Dawe and Newmarket Mayor Tony 
Van Bynen at the Minor AE Game on October 26.        

Auroran photos by Jeff Doner and David Falconer
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Leadership Through Innovation™

Y LL 

Frank Stronach
 Founder of Magna International Inc.

Ian Proudfoot 
 VP of Metroland Media / York Region Media Group

Bruce Harbinson
 Chair, TEC Canada – The Executive Committee

Lee-Anne McAlear
 CEO, Current Group;  Program Manager, Centre for Excellence,   

       Innovation Management, Schulich School of Business

When:   Friday, November 15, 8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Where:   The Mansion Events Centre, 400 Industrial Pkwy S., Aurora
Cost:  $95 + HST (lunch included) after Nov.8: $125 + HST (lunch included) 

Register:  YRBizSeries.ca 

Featuring high profile 
individuals on leadership 
from the past, to present 
day and into the future. 

Participants will 
receive a copy of 
Frank Stronach’s book,
“The Magna Man”

@YRBizSeries

Aurora 150 Time Capsule
Do have have an item to donate to 

the Aurora 150 Time Capsule? 
Drop off items to Aurora Town Hall, 100 John West Way, attention 

Special Events Co-ordinator, by Friday, November 15. 
Online submissions can be uploaded at www.aurora150.ca

Please note, items will be reviewed by the Aurora 150 Committee. 
Not all submissions will be included in the time capsule. 

For more information, call 905-726-4762 or visit www.aurora150.ca

Do you have ideas 
about where the time 

capsule should be 
placed? 

Let us know!

All of us would contribute to a better community 
if we could, says Hall of Famer Stronach

By Jeff Doner

When it comes to sports in this 
community, Frank Stronach’s name 
definitely comes to the minds of  many 
in terms of  financial support for clubs, 
parks, facilities, equipment and more.

He might be best known for his 
contributions to the establishment of  
the Aurora Family Leisure Complex 
and the Stronach Aurora Recreation 
Complex, which bears his name.

This year, Stronach 
will be inducted into 
the Sport Aurora 
Hall of  Fame in the 
builder category for his 
contributions.

“I’m honoured to 
be inducted into the 
Aurora Sports Hall of  
Fame as a builder,” said 
Mr. Stronach via email. 
“I feel blessed that I 
have been able to give 
back to the community 
where my family lives. 
I think that all of  us, if  
we had the opportunity, would try to 
make a contribution to build a better 
community.”

Stronach is not only a long-time 
resident of  Aurora and founder 
and former chairman of  Magna 
International Inc., but he is also an 
avid sports fan, who played semi-pro 
soccer in Europe and is an avid skier 
and tennis player.

One of  his biggest contributions to 
sport, not only in Aurora, but across 
York Region, has been the annual 
Hoedown.

It’s one of  York Region’s largest 
charity functions, bringing together 
thousands of  people and their 
respective organizations each year.

For over 25 years, the Hoedown 
has raised more than $7 million 
with proceeds going to a variety of  
sports programs, clubs and other 
organizations stretched over York 
Region.

The community sports organizations 
that have benefitted from Hoedown 
funding range from the Aurora Minor 
Hockey Association, Aurora Minor 
Ball Association and Aurora Youth 
Soccer Club to the Aurora Skating Club, 

Aurora Storm Volleyball 
Club and the Central 
York Girls Hockey 
Association. Much of  
the funding raised for 
these organizations was 
used to help children 
with special needs 
and children from 
disadvantaged homes.

“One of  the great 
features about the 
Fair Enterprise profit-
sharing formula I 
created at Magna is 
that a percentage of  

the profits goes back to society in the 
form of  financial assistance,” said Mr. 
Stronach. “That assistance is used to 
support everything from hospitals and 
charities to sports and recreation.

“Over the years at Magna, we 
always directed charitable funding 
to organizations and causes in the 
communities where our employees 
live and work, because we couldn’t 
have achieved financial success 
without their hard work and 
ingenuity.”

Stronach, along with his peers, will 
be inducted into the Sport Aurora 
Hall of  Fame at a special awards 
dinner this Wednesday, November 6, 
at The Mansion (DiNardo’s).

“I feel blessed 
that I have 

been able to 
give back to the 

community 
where my  

family lives.”
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• Commercial/Business Law 
• Corporate Law 

• Real Estate 

PETER E. REISS B.A., LL.B. 

Tel: 905 727 2500   Email: law@p-reiss.com

Results–Focused Service

Friday, November 15, 10am-2pm
Thursday, November 28, 6pm-9pm

OPEN HOUSE DATES

•  Catholic Tradition 
of Academic Excellence

• STEM & AP Program
•  Extensive Athletic &

Arts Programs
• Dedicated & Caring Staff
• Grades 4 - 12
• University Preparatory
• Co-Educational
• Tuition Assistance

905-833-1909 • admissions@villanovacollege.org

www.villanovacollege.org
2480 15th Sideroad, P.O. Box 133, King City, ON L7B 1A4

UNITAS   VERITAS   CARITAS

Ignite Your Child’s 
Mind & Spirit

Call to visit our beautiful King City campus 
and see why Villanova College is a great 
place to establish a foundation for your 
child’s lifelong success.

CLOSURE NOTICE 
Aurora Family Leisure Complex
The Town of Aurora is closing the Aurora Family Leisure Complex (AFLC) for reconstruction 
on Thursday, November 14, pending approval from Town Council on Tuesday, 
November   12. 

The Town is closing the complex for approximately one year to re-build and enhance the 
existing facilities as well as create a new community space for youth.

Most services offered at the AFLC will be moved to the Stronach Aurora Recreation Complex.

Watch for updated information in the Town’s Notice Board on the Town website at  
www.aurora.ca/NewAFLC

For more information, please contact Parks & Recreation Services at 905-727-3123  
ext. 4753.

Town of Aurora 100 John West Way, Aurora, ON L4G 6J1 
www.aurora.ca/NewAFLC | 905-727-3123 ext. 4753

TOWN OF AURORA 
PUBLIC NOTICE

By Jeff Doner

John Reich has spent 
a great deal of  his life 
playing, watching and 
overseeing the growth 
and development of  
rugby programs in York 
Region.

Since the Aurora 
Rugby Club merged with 
the Barbarians program 
in Toronto in 2002, Reich 
has been a driving force 
in the development with 
one of  Ontario’s biggest 
and most successful 
clubs.

Last week, Rugby 
Ontario announced he 
would be inducted into 
the Rugby Ontario Hall 
of  Fame for his tireless 
efforts for the sport.

“It’s a bit of  a 
surprise,” Reich told 
The Auroran. “I was 
nominated by the club 
and I didn’t know that 
was happening until I got 
the call from Domenic 
Scuglia [President of  
Rugby Ontario] to tell me 
I had been accepted as an 
inductee. I was surprised 
and, of  course, thrilled to 
pieces. It’s not something 
that I’ve ever really 
contemplated.

“I’m so pleased and 
the group of  guys that 
I’m going in with. I know 
we’re all in the builder 
category, so it’s a rather 
august group and I’m 
tickled to be a part of  it.”

Reich first joined 
the Toronto Barbarians 

in 1977 and has held 
executive roles since 
1979.

Originally from 
Montreal, Reich played 
football for Concordia 
University. He then 
moved to Toronto to 
complete his MBA at 
York University, where 
he also played varsity 
football.

“I really didn’t know 
anybody here,” he 
recalled. “School was all- 
consuming, but I had a 
guy in my class who was 
a Barbarian player and 
we became friends and he 
asked now that football is 
over, what my plans were 
for physical activity. He 
mentioned that he was 
with a rugby club and 
asked me to come give it 
a try.”

Reich said he wasn’t 
sure about the sport at 
first, but said it wasn’t 
long before he was right 
into it.

“I really wasn’t 
interested to be honest 
with you. I really did 
not have any affinity 
for rugby at all,” he 
said, noting his friend 
convinced him to try a 
game with the York Old 
Boys. 

“I just walked on the 
field and I was pretty 
clumsy out of  it, but 
I watched games and 
learned things about it 
– pass backwards, run 
forwards and tackle 
anything that moves. It 

was so much fun for me; 
I was just delighted to 
have that opportunity. 

“I became close to 
the guys there and they 
really became my family 
in the Toronto area 
and I just really liked 
the camaraderie and 
the goodwill that was 
expressed by virtually 
every player at every level 
of  the club. It was really 
more of  a community 
sport than anything I had 
been involved in before.”

He hasn’t looked 
back and since turning 
his focus to the Aurora 
Barbarians, the program 
has groomed some of  
the province’s finest 
players with plenty of  
championships and 
accolades to boast.

“The development 
in Aurora has been 
outstanding. The growth 
in numbers for men, 
women and juniors has 
just been spectacular and 
we’re the second or third 
largest club in Ontario 
by design. Aurora is a 
fantastic sports-minded 
community and the 
acceptance has been 
great.”

The senior men have 
finished first six of  the 
last 10 years and the 
women have played in the 
last two finals. This year 
the under-18 Ontario 
Junior boys also brought 
home a championship.

With the success he 
has been a part of  in 

Driving force behind Aurora Barbarians honoured in Ontario hall of fame

Aurora, Reich said he’s 
not sure it is translating 
across the province and 
country at a similar rate.

“The grassroots 
development has been left 
to the clubs like ours,” he 
said. “While we have been 
fortunate to have a great 
group of  volunteers, 
other clubs that I grew 
up playing against have 
kind of  withered and, in 
some cases, disappeared, 
because there isn’t that 
support for them coming 
down from the Ontario 
body. 

“There really hasn’t 
been that focus on 

grassroots that there was 
20 years ago.”

Reich’s contributions, 
however, will continue to 
reap rewards for rugby 

in Aurora and Ontario.
He will be officially 

inducted into the Hall of  
Fame on December 7 at a 
ceremony in Toronto.

John Reich of the Aurora Barbarians is pictured above in 2001 with the Marshall 
Trophy. Reich will be inducted into the Rugby Ontario Hall of Fame on December 7.

Submitted photo

Aurora’s Panther Bantam BB Girls hockey team took home gold at the 2013 Water-
loo Fall Challenge Cup last weekend. They posted a 3 – 0 record in the round-rob-
in with wins over the Caledon Coyotes, Sarnia Sting and Clearview Ice Cats.  In the 
semi-final, they defeated Norfolk Hurricanes 4-2 and won the gold posting a hard 
fought victory: 3-2 over the Oakville Hornets.                                   Submitted by Ryan Essex
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905-503-0803

Aurora Village Plaza 

Gino

"Looking for a great service
at a great price? 

Visit the talented staff at  

CQ Hair Studio!"
Walk-ins Welcome 

OPEN SUNDAYS

cqhairstudio.com

Play Hockey with the Pros
November 15th • Magna Centre • Newmarket

Lace up with
Maple Leafs Alumni and 

Women Olympians
including Bob McGill, Kris King, Mark Osborne, Gary Roberts and Cherie Piper

Register at

www.hockeyhelpsthehomeless.com 

Live the Dream. Make a difference

Net proceeds goto support the homelessin York Region

Presented by

Local families get into the early holiday spirit for Christmas Home Tour

By Brock Weir

The holidays are just 
around the corner, and 
whether you’re looking for 
something traditional or a 
bit of  modern bling, next 
week’s Aurora Christmas 
Home Tour promises 
something for everyone – 
all for a good cause. 

Seven homes in Aurora 
and the surrounding area 
will deck their halls on 
Friday, November 15 and 
Saturday, November 16 
with proceeds supporting 
the Jennifer Ashleigh 
Children’s Charity, 
which assists seriously 
ill children and their 
families. 

With two tour packages 
available, ticket holders 
will not only be able to take 
in the homes, but get in 
some holiday shopping in 
special boutiques at Niche 
Décor and the Aurora 
Cultural Centre, and 
receive some design and 
decorating tips in person 
from Frankie Flowers and 
Sharon Grech. 

Designers are busy 
putting the finishing 
touches on their 
selected homes with 
the homeowners, and 
while some have known 
immediately what they 
want to show off, others 
have been through two 
or three drafts to get 
everything just right. 

“People come out and 
they get ideas, and then 
they can go home and 
implement some of  the 
ideas they have found in 
the different homes,” says 
Aurora designer Margaret 
Campbell, co-chair of  the 
event, collaborating on a 
home on Metcalfe Street 
in Downtown Aurora. “I 
find the homes are very 
diversified, so there is 
something for everyone.”

The level of  work is 
quite intense in the lead-
up, says Ms. Campbell, 
although they have had 
considerably more time to 
prepare this year than last 
year’s inaugural event. 

Sometimes in the 
decorating game, Ms. 
Campbell finds homes 
“speak” to her in how they 
should be decorated. This 
year’s home, however, 
presented something a 
little bit different.

“My client mentioned 
how much she likes glam 
and bling and shiny things, 
so [my initial] thoughts 
flew out of  my mind and 
I realised I had to change 
the whole look I had for 
the house,” she says. “It 
is not about showcasing 
yourself; you’re building 

a relationship with this 
homeowner.”

Sunny Davis will, along 
with Ms. Campbell, be 
welcoming people into 
her home on Metcalfe, 
a newer home designed 
specifically to fit in with 
the surrounding historic 
neighbourhood.

“I love the idea of  
any way to help the 
foundation,” said Ms. 
Davies, a mom of  three, 
noting she wants her home 
to be seen as comfortable 
and family friendly. “We 
get a lot of  wandering 
eyes all the time [a tour 
home] because it is a 
very unique home for the 
neighbourhood.

“I think a lot of  
people have gotten away 
from what the holidays 
are all about. It is so 
commercialized and I 
think you can still have a 
glitzy, glam Christmas – 
even with some Goldfish 
crumbs on the floor!”

Over in neighbouring 
King Township, 
designer Jean Bisnaire 
is collaborating on a 
comparatively last-minute 
addition to the home 
tour with homeowner 
Kerry Bulau. Ms. Bulau, 
a director at TSN, and 
her husband Horst, an 
Olympic skier, offered 
their home after taking in 
similar tours in Markham. 

“In this case, we 
see ourselves as her 
ghostwriters,” says Mr. 
Bisnaire of  finding a 
meeting of  the minds 
with Ms. Bulau. “She has 

a great vision and I love 
that vision. Our job is just 
to help her pull it together 
and what’s missing, we’ll 
provide.”

Mr. Bisnare describes 
the vision as he looks 
out of  large floor-to-
ceiling windows, out to 
an expansive tree canopy 
just beyond the Bulau 
yard. “Christmas should 
be a reflection of  who you 
are and how you live,” she 
says. “For some people, 
they take advantage of  
wanting to live a very 
glitzy Christmas. For 
some people, Christmas 
is all about entertaining. 
Other homes, where there 
are kids and it is full of  
family, it is more of  a 
slipper, barefoot and cosy 
atmosphere. You still want 
to make it representative of  
who you are as individuals 
and who you are in terms 
of  where you live.”

That is a vision share 
by Ms. Bulau who also 
has three active children 
at home. When holidays 
come around – whether it 
is Halloween or Christmas 
– the kids have a free reign 
to express themselves 
through decorations. 

“It’s all about family 
and getting together and 
enjoying the winter,” 
says Ms. Bulau. “A lot of  
people in Canada just hate 
the winter. November is 
a depressing month, but 
when you get to December 
and see Christmas and the 
Holidays it gets exciting. 
My husband’s family is 
from Ottawa and we usually 

celebrate Christmas Eve 
in Ottawa and then drive 
back at Midnight because 
Santa comes here and we 
celebrate with my family 
Christmas morning. It’s 
all about kids and the 
magic of  Christmas for 
them. It’s about being with 
people and having fun and 
relaxing. 

“Open houses were 
huge around the Christmas 
season. You would just 
open up your door and 
invite other people in. 
It was a chance to bring 
people together and that 
is how I look at this tour. 
It is an open house, you’re 
celebrating, and you get 
to meet new people that 
way and make different 
connections.”

Describing themselves 
as “outdoorsy” as well, Ms. 
Bulau says she and Horst 
have many old-fashioned 
ski decorations, but shy 

away from “kitschy chalet 
stuff” towards things more 
“rustic, sophisticated and 
comfortable.”

“I don’t want people to 
come in and think, ‘Jeeze, 
I don’t want to sit.’ We use 
this room. The kids make 
a mess. I’m not afraid of  
things spilling. I want it to 
be a home that is loved and 
you feel comfortable. That 
is what I want with this – 
that it is a happy time, it is 
a family time, and just to 

make it all inclusive.”
For tickets, scheduling 

information, and more 
information on charities 
benefiting from the second 
annual Aurora Christmas 
Home Tour, visit www.
aurorahometour.com. 
Tickets are also on sale 
at Niche Décor (242 Earl 
Stewart Drive), Aurora 
Paint and Decorating 
(15216 Yonge Street), or 
Jonathan’s Restaurant 
(14845 Yonge Street). 

Aurora and area houses are getting ready for some early holiday traffic next week for the Aurora Christmas Home Tour. (Left) Sunny Davies is opening up her Metcalfe 
Street home with designs from Margaret Campbell of Campbell Interiors. (Right) Niche Décor’s Jamie Bisnaire is helping Kerry Bulau deck out her King Valley home.

Auroran photo by Brock Weir
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The Town of Aurora is home to nearly 1,400 businesses, with more than 
200 of these businesses established for 25 years or more. As Aurora 
celebrates its 150th anniversary, the Town is honoured to celebrate 
these long-standing businesses for their tremendous contribution to 
the community. The following businesses have supported Aurora for a 
quarter-century or more. Remember to shop in Aurora!

Town of Aurora 100 John West Way, Aurora, ON L4G 6J1
communications@aurora.ca • www.aurora.ca

25+ years in Aurora
Ontario New Drivers

Open Door Variety

P B Engineering Inc.

Paivio, Martin P. & Associates Ltd. 

Parkers Cleaners

Partnership Network Inc.

Pet Valu

Peter Virtanen Insurance 

Petro Canada

Petticoat Lane

Pinnacle Insurance

Piramal Health Care Canada Ltd.

Pizzaville

Ploder’s Collision & Auto Body Centre

Prestige Printing / Digital Copy Centre

Puccini’s Auto Service

R & S Auto Repair

Regency Variety & Gift Centre

Remax York Group Realty Inc.

Renaissance Offi ce Supplies & Equipment

Render & Partners

Roving Chef

Royal Woodworking Co. Ltd. / 
Royal Wood Shop Ltd.

Sam’s Hair Lines

Sara Cleaners (Sears Catalogue Merchant)

Selig Canada Ulc

Shoppers Drug Mart

Silverberg, Perel & Sheldon, LLP 
Chartered Accountants

Sinclair Technologies Inc.

Smart Solution

Sparkle Pharmacy

Sterne Acura

Straight Lines Inc.

Summers & Smith Cooling & Heating Ltd.

Supreme Collision Centre

Suters Auto Service Limited

Tax Wright Financial Services Inc.

TD Canada Trust (Yonge & Wellington /
Yonge & Dunning)

Tennex Systems Inc.

The Aurora Denture Clinic

The Aurora YMCA Nursery School

The Country Look Beauty Salon

The Jaymor School Of Dancing

The One & Only: Shoes, Clothing and 
Accessories

The Regency Group

Thermogenics Inc.

Tilemaster

Timberlane Athletic Club

Tirecraft Aurora

Tony’s Auto Repair

TTS Distributing Inc.

Tudor Shipping Ltd.

Twine Electrolysis Clinic 

Ventura Vending Limited

Vic’s Shoe Repair

Westpoint Sports Flooring and 
Equipment / Construction

Whitehots Inc.

Willsen’s Fine Cabinetry Limited

York Professional Care and Education

York Spring & Radiator Service Limited

To be continued next week...

Town of Aurora 100 John West Way, Aurora, ON L4G 6J1
communications@aurora.ca • www.aurora.ca
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functioned as separate 
blocs on a council. We 
either sink together, 
or we acquit ourselves 
well. What I am seeking 
clarification on is what the 
problem is – that we are 
not working together as 
we should be.”

Some Councillors, 
including Councillor 
Michael Thompson, 

expressed some “surprise” 
that there were questions 
from Councillors on 
what these roles are. In 
Councillor Thompson’s 
case, he said he was 
surprised these concerns 
were coming from 
Councillors who had been 
at the table for more than 
one term.

“I have to wonder what 
their thoughts are really 

COMPLETE ACCOUNTING & TAX SERVICES

      UMBERSALUE BEYOND

Brian RobertsKathy van Nostrand 

Helping Business & 
Individuals minimize taxes 

for over 30 Years

144 WELLINGTON STREET EAST
905.727.8046

kathy@kvncga.ca brian@kvncga.ca
CGA CGA,LPA

CERTIFIED GENERAL ACCOUNTANTS

PlumbingService
EST. 1972

905-727-3210
• Residential • Commercial • Industrial

BPS

www.bobsplumbing.ca

NOT JUST FLASH 
IN A CAN.

HOCKLEYBEER.CA
ASK FOR HOCKLEY CLASSIC AT YOUR LOCAL LCBO

New program aims to bring hometown history 
and hometown stories into the classroom

By Brock Weir

As Pamela Pal 
rummaged through the 
archives, she uncovered the 
details of  an Aurora boy 
who died of  his wounds 
sustained in the Battle of  
Vimy Ridge in 1917. 

It was in a booklet that 
was, in those days, often 
the only memento families 
received of  their fallen loved 
ones when repatriation was 
just a dream rather than 
the standard we’ve come to 
appreciate today. 

“That hit me the 
hardest,” says Ms. Pal. 
“It wasn’t just a bunch of  
people fighting who you 
don’t know. When you see 
that this family had their 
son buried all the way on 
the other side of  the world 
and they couldn’t bring him 
back home, that was the 
emotion I was trying to get.”

She hopes to share this 
emotion and, in turn, the 
story of  Robert Stewart 
Hillary, the 20 year old scion 
of  the Hillary family now 
lying in northern France, 
with students.

The Markham native 
has hit the ground running 
as the Aurora Historical 
Society’s new education 
coordinator, tasked with 
developing the resources in 
the Hillary House collection 
and turning them into 
programs and artefacts 
which can be taken to 
local schools to drive home 
key planks in the Ontario 
education curriculum. 

After getting her feet 

wet very quickly in the 
thousands of  artefacts 
available to her, Ms. Pal 
has developed a four prong 
approach to going out into 
the schools. The first is a 
Grade 1 program focusing 
on the “Local Community”; 
the second is a unit on 
“Victorian Life” for grade 
eight students. Things get 
more in-depth for high 
school students with “The 
World Wars” for Grade 10 
students and “Changes in 
Health Care” for Grade 12 
students.

“When I was in 
elementary school, I thought 
everything was straight out 
of  a textbook,” says Ms. 
Pal. “I feel as though my 
experiences with not being 
able to learn about history 
the way I wanted to is what 
inspired me to come to this 
place where I really want 
children to learn about it 
and see that it is important.”

Ms. Pal spent the 
better part of  last week at 
Hillary House preparing 
educational packages, 
scheduling meetings with 
schools, and eventually 
heading out to the targeted 
schools to meet with 
principals and history 
heads to get the program 
rolling. They hope to have 
all the connections made 
and logistics worked out 
with the schools this 
winter for a full roll-out in 
February. Feedback has 
been “fantastic” so far, she 
says. 

Before she joined the 
AHS team this summer 

and really getting to the 
planning stages in August, 
Ms. Pal studied at York 
University for history and 
the humanities before 
getting her Bachelor of  
Education at the University 
of  Toronto and her Masters 
in Public History from 
the University of  Western 
Ontario.

A teacher who has 
trained in the classroom, 
her love of  history propelled 
her out of  the classroom 
towards museum work. 

“As much as I love 
classroom teaching, I 
wanted to be able to teach 
kids in a different setting,” 
she says. “What appealed 
to me with this opportunity 
with the Aurora Historical 
Society was giving children 
a hands-on atmosphere 
where they can interact 
with objects on a different 
level. 

“I think a lot of  us are 
used to going into museums 
where you look at objects 
from behind the glass, or 
you have someone speaking 
to you about it; but to 
actually take them out of  
packages and, in some cases, 
even handle, is completely 
different. Children get a lot 
more out of  it when they are 
able to handle an artefact. 
It brings a much more 
personal connection.”

Essentially given free 
rein to explore the collection 
and get a handle of  the 
resources available, the only 
criteria given to her by AHS 
Curator Catherine Richards 
and the Board, was it had to 

be founded and based in the 
Ontario curriculum. With 
that in mind, she focused 
on two units for elementary 
school students and two for 
secondary school students 
A fifth secondary school 
component has also been 
developed focusing on 
handling and interpreting 
primary documents like 
letters and diaries. 

“[Schools] have told me 
right away they think this 
is great for the community 
and [fills] a need to have 
something like this because 
you don’t always get into the 
history of  your own area at 
school,” she says. “It tends 
to be ‘bigger’ Canadian 
history and world history. 
They seem to be really 
enthusiastic about the idea 
of  bringing forward a more 
personal connection.”

Given her background, 
Hillary House is 
increasingly seeming like 
a perfect fit. The House’s 

Educator Pamela Pal displays a picture of Robert Hillary in his military uniform at 
his family’s namesake home. She hopes to bring artefacts into Aurora schools to 
give students a direct local connection with the topics they cover in schools.

Auroran photo by Brock Weir

extensive medical collection 
was not completely alien to 
Ms. Pal, having worked in 
the past at the Canadian 
Medical Hall of  Fame. 
Being able to handle 
medical equipment in both 
that context and at Hillary 
House was also important 
to her in deciding how 
she wanted to select items 
to appeal to the kids – so 
students can expect to see 
a lot of  medical equipment 
coming their way. Except 

for saws – schools are 
tending to frown towards 
that.

“I have really 
come to love Aurora 
history through doing 
this program,” she 
concludes. “It’s great to 
hear the stories and the 
personal connections. I 
am really hoping we do 
the program justice and 
give everyone a sense of  
the history that is right 
around them.”

Look to yourselves for “cohesive” Council, says Councillor
From page 12

From page 10

about,” he said. “I would 
hope their understanding 
is that Council as a whole 
is a governing body, not 
a managing body and we 
direct staff. At the end of  
the day, they need to meet 
those expectations because 
failure to do so then raises 
those additional questions. 
It is pretty basic, in my 
opinion.

“There was another 
comment about a cohesive 
unit and I think you need 
to look at yourself  for that. 
There are nine people 
here and if  the intent 

is for every one of  us to 
bring forward a report 
on cohesiveness and how 
we’re working together 
than I would have a little 
bit more support for that 
but, as someone said, it 
is the sum of  all parts 
and the only way to get a 
cohesive unit is if  all parts 
are working together.”

At the end of  the day, 
although he voted down 
the motion, Mayor Dawe 
said he would be happy to 
set out in writing how he 
perceives his own role at a 
future date.

Rehab secure the prize 
money because she knows 
firsthand where resources 
are badly needed to give 
clients and patients the 
very best care possible. 
With her voice now having 
a bit more clout as a Game 
Changer, Ms. Coriat says 
she is hoping to start a 
blog with Toronto Rehab 
helping people understand 
the resources available 
to them and what she, 
herself, has to give back to 
the community. 

“[Through the 
campaign] I heard from 
parents [of  kids with CP] 
who said it was good to 
know my story because a 
lot of  people would think 
there is nothing we can do 
because the kids are just 
going to subsequently pass 
away,” she says, noting not 
just helping give parents 
hope there was light at the 
end of  the tunnel, but also 

inspiring others to lend 
their voice.

 “My story inspired 
parents. There is a little 
bit of  reluctance for 
people with CP to share 
their story because you’re 
so much in the spotlight. 
Sharing is valuable. Just 
do it, otherwise you won’t 
get the help you need, if  
you need it.”

As Ms. Coriat’s CP will 
make it difficult for her 
to travel to Saskatchewan 
for the Grey Cup, she 
will be cheering wildly 
from home, perhaps even 
louder than she did when 
she attended in person last 
year. Her tickets, however, 
won’t go to waste – she has 
donated her tickets to the 
family of  a friend within 
Toronto Rehab, whose son 
is living with a terminal 
illness, very excited to 
see the best of  the best 
face off  for ultimate CFL 
supremacy. 

Game Changer puts prize money, 
tickets back into Toronto Rehab
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FAMILY LAW LAWYER

16610 Bayview Avenue, Suite 211, Newmarket 
PH: 905-953-0023   FX: 905-953-0093  e-mail: patrick@pmglaw.ca

•  1/2 hour free consultation 
•  Accepts Legal Aid 

Practicing all aspects of  
Family Law to resolve 

parenting, support,  
and property issues  

arising from  
separating families.  

A practitioner of Collaborative  
Family Law – a client  

controlled, lawyer assisted, 
out-of-court-process

focusing on achieving mutually 
acceptable solutions.

Patrick M. Gaffney

150

AURORA 

CANADA’S BIRTHDAY TO
W

N150 Arts & Culture

MENSWEAR

15117 Yonge Street, Aurora corner of Yonge & Church
905.713.1501 | mike@mrwardrobe.ca | www.mrwardrobe.ca

SUIT  SALE
Buy 1 Suit

Get 2nd 1/2 Price*

YOUR destination 
 in Downtown Aurora

*see store for details

Coordinated by: 

Nominations will be accepted until November 30 

Contact this newspaper or the Ontario
Community Newspapers Association
at www.ocna.org/juniorcitizen or
905.639.8720 ext. 221 

Building Community

One Star at aTime

Sponsored by: 

NOMINATE SOMEONE TODAY!

This isn’t your grandfather’s bike jacket, 
says Aurora teen

By Brock Weir

As a Grade 11 student at 
the University of  Toronto 
School, Aurora’s Heather 
Tang has seen cyclists get 
into some pretty precarious 
situations on busy city streets. 

These experiences 
helped inspire a practical 
solution to “human-powered 
commuting” developed by Ms. 
Tang and seven other team 
members, bringing home top 
marks from the Shad Valley 
Entrepreneurship Cup in 
Waterloo.

“VISBL” is a new twist on 
an old product, transforming 
a typical athletic jacket into 
something to keep cyclists 
safe and, yes “visible” on 
the road. It took first prize 
in Best Overall Project, 
Best Marketing Plan, 
Best Business Plan, Best 
Application of  Theme, 
and third place in Best 
Application of  Scientific 
Principles. 

“The prototype was very 
rough in Saskatchewan,” 
says Ms. Tang of  early 
iterations of  the project 
developed at the Shad Valley 
camp over the summer. “We 
used this old jacket one of  our 
supervisors gave us from his 
son’s early years, but when 
you move into the Shad Cup 

stage, they actually give you 
some investment money so 
you can go out and buy the 
resources you need. 

“It looked amazing as 
a functional prototype. It 
had light detectors, so that 
with varying degrees and 
intensities of  light it would 
actually flash different 
patterns. It is pretty sic!”

The Shad Valley program 
brings together some of  
Canada’s best and brightest 
high school students to 
put their heads together to 
form common goals and, 
often, solutions to everyday 
problems. This group 
was tasked with finding a 
solution to human powered 
commuting. 

“It was pretty easy to come 
up with the idea, but what 
was difficult was cultivating 
it in making sure that all the 
dynamics worked together 
well,” says Heather. “We 
learned the strengths of  
each of  the members and 
that really helped us in the 
process. When each of  us had 
such a strong opinion, there 
is going to be conflict, but the 
best way to resolve that is to 
know what is going to be best 
for the team.”

Early on in the project, 
they considered new street 
infrastructure as a solution to 

human powered commuting 
–something like a bus shelter 
where cyclists can not only 
take shelter from the rain 
and elements, but also find 
stations to pump up deflated 
tires, and tools to do some 
repair and replacement as 
needed. That, however, proved 
a bit more difficult, so they 
shifted focus to something 
which could be picked up by 
the everyday consumer.

Heather describes the 
finished jacket as a pretty 
typical jacket, but souped up 
with some circuits, and a bit 
of  battery oomph.

“We made it breathable 
and perforated in the armpits 
and all that jazz, but when 
you gesture with your hands 
or click the circuit [between 
the joints of  your thumb and 
forefinger in fingerless gloves] 
you can have turning signals 
on your back,” she says. 

“The system they use 
right now is you gesture with 
your hands, but we’ve found 
that to be very ineffective, 
and also dangerous with 
cars whipping past in 
Downtown Toronto. It could 
be disastrous. Built-in lights 
could help out a lot more, 
especially at night. 

“USask taught us how 
tactfully placed lights would 
actually mimic the motion of  

a person more than if  it was 
just a reflective vest. When I 
am driving downtown with 
my parents and see a driver 
on the road at night, it is very 
hard to distinguish them 
between a stationary light 
and a person. We decided that 
if  you were to put the lights 
specifically on each joint, then 
when the biker is moving it 
would look a lot more like a 
person who is biking than 
a stationary lamp post or 
something of  that sort.”

Judges, in various realms 
of  professional life, were very 
impressed by the prototype. 
The group received some sage 
advice on how to tweak their 
plan, and they’re not averse 
to taking this prototype to 
the next level, and working 
to seek out partners to help 
them achieve their dreams. 
She’s very driven, but might 
stop short of  entering into 
Dragon’s Den.

“I don’t know if  I could 
handle the harsh criticism of  
the dragons!” she says with a 
smile.

As she finishes up Grades 
11 and 12, Heather is hoping 
to follow her brother, who 
is currently in pre-med 
at Columbia University, 

to another American 
school. The ultimate goal is 

Princeton, to focus on either 
business or science. 

Heather Tang and fellow students in the Shad Valley program helped develop a new 
kind of jacket to help cyclists – and drivers – with their commutes on busy urban 
streets.                   Auroran photo by Brock Weir

Over 50 people attended a special “Coffee House” at the Aurora Cultural Centre on 
Saturday to provide assistance to rural Ukrainian schools, including local musi-
cian Sean McCarthy. Organized by Aurora student Sally Falk and Nobleton student  
Anna-Sofia Lesiv – and inspired by Anna’s travels through Europe this summer – it 
featured musicians, artists, artisans, all for a good cause.

Auroran photo by David Falconer
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Last Week’s Puzzle Solution

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Athletes and artists team up for the 
fifth annual “Special O”

By Brock Weir

Look up into the sky at 
any given point at this time 
of  year and you’ll invariably 
see the last few ducks flying 
south for the winter.

Aurora’s own Special 
Ducks, the local Special 
Olympics Swim Team, as 
well as the Aurora Dunks 
basketball team, Aurora 
Eagles golfers, and Aurora 
Grand Slams softball team, 
however, have a very busy 
season ahead of  them.

Our local Special 
Olympians will be putting 
their best feet forward this 
month and into the first 
of  December to help raise 
money to keep them in the 
pools, on the court, on the 
course, or on the diamond 
all through art. 

Special Olympics Aurora 
will take over the Aurora 
Cultural Centre for the fifth 
annual “Special O” Holiday 
Craft Show” on Sunday, 
December 1. Although 
it is a new venue for the 
group, which previously set 
up tables at the Stronach 
Aurora Recreation Complex, 
organizers promise beautiful 
crafts, special products from 
companies like Pampered 
Chef, prize draws, and much 
more – curated by the artists 
and the special Olympians 
themselves. 

The initiative was the 
brainchild of  Richmond Hill 
artist Wendy Emery, who 
will throw open the doors of  
her home studio on Friday, 
November 22 to a special 
show, acting as a kick-off  to 
the “Special O” season. 

“When I got involved 
with the Aurora Master 
Ducks, I was introduced to 
the Special Ducks which was 
only one team at the time, 

and I thought that was a 
cause I could work towards,” 
says Ms. Emery.

While they started at the 
SARC, there was limited 
space, and the venue change 
will help them expand the 
event to meet demand from 
local artists who want to 
participate. Last year alone, 
several artists had to be 
turned away because there 
was simply no room left in 
the SARC foyer, according 
to event organizer Cheryl 
Duckworth. 

“Our community started 
in 2006,” she explains. “We 
started with the swim team 
first and the pool time was so 
expensive we were trying to 
find ways to pay for that. In 
the first year, Wendy made 
$1,100 and from there we 
have just grown. It is one of  
our two main fundraisers 
for the year to keep our four 
sports going.”

Although they now 
have four sports in their 
community,  running the 
swim program remains 
the most costly, she says. 
In addition to booking 
lane times in local pools, 
the group also has to book 
lifeguards and when all is 
said and done, costs can run 
upwards of  $6,000 just for 
fees. 

“Proceeds from this craft 
sale goes to our community. 
It is not necessarily put aside 
just for the Ducks anymore.”

As for the other sports, 
organizer Janet Mitchell 
says a lot of  fundraising 
dollars go towards regular 
practices now that 
athletes are starting to 
participate at higher levels 
in their sports, including 
provincially, nationally, and 
internationally. 

“The whole premise 

of  Special Olympics 
is individuals with an 
intellectual disability 
have sport training and 
competition opportunities,” 
she says. “We’re now getting 
athletes to the next level and 
there is an extra incurred 
cost on the community for 
that. Our philosophy here 
in Aurora is the financial 
burden is not on the athlete. 
It’s on the community 
instead. That’s why we have 
an emphasis on fundraising; 
we want to keep our 
programs very affordable 
for the athletes.”

In addition to Ms. 
Emery’s stained glass, 
organizers promise jams and 
jellies, jewellery, Christmas 
decorations, knitwear, fun 
animal hats, and much 
more up for grabs. They 
encourage people to follow 
the example of  Special 
Olympian Mary Haberer 
and make it one of  their first 
Christmas shopping stops. 

“Last year we made more 
than $2,000 and making 
$3,000 would be even better,” 
says Ms. Emery. “At the end 
of  the day, I know that smiles 
have been created and, in 
my way, I have helped create 
joy.”

Wendy’s Holiday Artisan 
& Craft Show with 10 per 
cent of  total sales going to 
Special Olympics Aurora 
kicks off  Friday, November 
22 from 7 – 9 p.m., Saturday, 
November 23 from 10 a.m. 
to 4 p.m., and Sunday, 
November 24, from 12 Noon 
to 4 p.m. at 106 Houseman 
Crescent in Richmond Hill. 
The main event, the “Special 
O” Holiday Craft Show and 
Sale” takes place Sunday, 
December 1 from 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. at the Aurora Cultural 
Centre.

Special Olympians also 
got a welcome boost from 
Mayor Geoffrey Dawe last 
week, with $2,500 raised 
from the Mayor’s Charity 
Golf Classic. Mayor Dawe 
presented the cheque on 
Monday to Special Olym-
pians Mary and Meredith 
last Monday.

Auroran photo 
by David Falconer

Auroran photo by Diane Buchanan
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D o n ’ t 
let the 
i m p e n d i n g 
onset of  
winter get you 
down. 

“ Y o u ’ v e 
got to get up 
every morning 
with a smile on your face 
And show the world all 
the love in your heart 
Then people gonna 
treat you better 
You’re gonna 
find, yes, you will 
That you’re beautiful as 
you feel”

To me, this song is 
about remembering your 
humanity and good grace 
in the face of  all the crap 
the modern world dumps 
on you. Carole King’s 
song “Beautiful” gives 
the positive message that 
everything is beautiful — 
if  we make it so. 

How you treat people 
has a direct correlation 
on how they in turn treat 
you. So treat people nice, 
for their sake and for 
yours. 

By drawing from her 
own life experiences, 
Carole King wrote song 
lyrics that were not only 
enjoyable to listen to 
but more importantly, 
reshaped society with 
a positive, empowering 
outlook on women. And 
by doing so, the plain 
housewife from Brooklyn 
showed people the love in 
her heart and taught that 
“you are as beautiful as 
you feel.” (Source: Author 
Allison Bolger is a high 
school student from New 
Jersey.)

Carole King’s words 
and music are as relevant 
and contemporary today 
as they were in 1971.

Lowes Toronto  
Christmas Market

The Aurora Seniors’ 
Presents! This holiday 
season, Toronto will 
once again celebrate the 
magic of  a traditional 
Christmas at Lowes 
Toronto Christmas 
Market. Inspired by the 
Old World and influenced 
by the new, this annual 
event captures all of  the 
tradition, heritage and 
charm of  a European 
Christmas Market, while 
showcasing hundreds 
of  unique and local 
handcrafted products.

Family friendly 
entertainment includes 
musicians, carolers and 
children’s choirs.  

The coach bus 
departs from the Aurora 
Community Centre at 
10 a.m. on Wednesday, 
December 11, You’ll 
enjoy a delicious lunch 
at the Hot House Cafe, a 
tour and shopping at the 
St. Lawrence Market, a 
Toronto city tour with 
historian Bruce Bell and 
a visit to the Distillery 
District Christmas 
Market.

The cost is $84 
for Aurora Senior 
Association members 

and $89 for 
non-members. 
Sign up at the 
Senior Centre 
reception or 
call Karie 
Papillon at 
905-727-3123 – 

Extension 3610. 
Be prepared for a lot of  
walking!

We need  
a little Christmas 

HEAR YE! HEAR 
YE! HEAR YE! Let it be 
known that on Saturday, 
the fourteenth day of  
December at 2.30 p.m., 
there will be music, and 
singing and general good 
fellowship to be enjoyed 
in the West McKenzie Hall 
at the Aurora Seniors’ 
Centre. 

The Evergreen Choir, 
under the direction of  
Doctor Richard Heinzle, 
presents We Need a Little 
Christmas, accompanied 
by Hadara Jacoby at the 
piano and with a guest 
appearance of  the Five 
Strong Winds. When: 
Saturday, December 14, 
2013 at 2.30 p.m. (doors 
open at 2 p.m.) Tickets: 
$5 (children 14 and under 
are free, but tickets are 
required. Where: The 
Aurora Seniors’ Centre, 
90 John West Way, Aurora. 

Light refreshments will 
be served at intermission, 
and there will be a draw 
presented by our sponsor, 
Mary Rourke, Senior 
Investment Advisor, DWM 
Securities Inc. Tickets 
may be purchased at the 
desk of  the Centre today.

Remembrance Day
In support of  our 

friends and colleagues in 
military service and at the 
Royal Canadian Legion, 
all Seniors Association 
members are invited, and 
encouraged, to attend 
the Remembrance Day 
Parade and Ceremony on 
Sunday November 10 for 
the 11 a.m. ceremony at 
the Aurora Cenotaph.

Holiday Bazaar
The Aurora Seniors’ 

Centre is hosting their 
Annual Holiday Bazaar 
on November 9 from 9 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. Vendors from the 
Farmers’ Market and the 
Seniors’ Association will 
be there. So should you! 
There will be a Tea Room 
and of  course the popular 
Bake Table and much, 
much more! It’s a great 
opportunity to do your 
holiday shopping. See you 
there!

My last word: Some say 
all you need is love; others 
say all you need is a dog.

For more information 
on the Aurora Seniors’ 
Centre and all it has to 
offer, drop by 90 John 
West Way, visit the web 
site www.auroraseniors.
ca, email auroraseniors@
rogers.com or call 905-726-
4767 between 9 a.m. and 4 
p.m. Monday to Friday.

This dinner is our opportunity to enlist your support  
for our Queen’s York Rangers.

 
Hands-on demonstrations will be set up to give you  

the opportunity to experience first-hand - to touch and feel  
some of the equipment that is used by our Reservists.

Come prepared to dine like a soldier.
 

Speakers will include Queen’s York Rangers and our Canadian Military   
who have served our country in Afghanistan, and a video presentation  

including actual photos of a soldier’s experience in Afghanistan  
will give everyone a unique view of the service the QYR perform.

A wonderful Silent Auction, exciting door prizes, and the  
opportunity to write a note to a soldier currently serving our  

country will complete your experience
  

For tickets- please contact the Queen’s York Rangers Regimental Fundraising Committee at  
qyrtickets@gmail.com 

Tickets are also available at Neighbourhood Network or Jonathans Restaurant

We are enlisting you and your support 
  

(105 Industrial Pkwy N  Aurora, ON L4G 4C4) 

Home for the Holidays  
Fundraising Dinner

Thursday, 
November 21st, 2013 

6pm to 10pm
Aurora Legion 

$50.00 per person 

for a Soldier’s Mess:

Coming Events

A & F HairElite
Barbershop & Hairstyling

14800 Yonge St. Aurora Ont. L4G 1N3 el: 905-727-6212 ~Since 1970~

Mario is a Hair Stylist with 

A

4800 Yonge St. Aurora OOnt. L4G 1Ng

In the Aurora Shopping Centre 
Next to No Frills

for both ladies and men

Have a 
smile on 
your face

SEPTEMBER 23 – DECEMBER 9
Wavestage Theatre Company 

will host an eight week acting 
Masterclass Program beginning 
September 23 running on select 
dates through December 9. 
Working with an experienced 
director, you will develop a 
practical understanding of  text 
and character, basic vocal and 
movement skills, and plenty of  
tips and techniques to keep you 
relaxed in audition scenarios. 
The masterclass will be looking 
at specific acting techniques and 
skills, drawing from practitioners 
such as Stanislavski and Meisner, 
to make scenes come alive, bring 
believable characters into being, 
and learn to create magical 
moments on stage as an actor. For 
more information, contact Sarah 
Kyle at wavestagetheatre@gmail.
com.
NOVEMBER 4 – DECEMBER 16

The Richmond Hill Central 
Library (Yonge and Major 
MacKenzie) will host a series of  
Buddhist Meditation classes on 
select dates from 7 – 8.30 p.m.  The 
theme of  the series is “Healing 
Ourself  and Others Within”. If  we 
understand the close connection 
between our mind and body we 
will gain great insight into how 
we can maintain wellness of  body 
and mind. November 4: Balanced 
Mind, Balanced Life; November 
11: Establishing Healthy Habits; 
November 18: Understanding 
Causes of  Diseases; November 
25: Meditation to alleviate pain. 
December 2: Panacea of  Universal 
Compassion; December 9: 
Purifying Through The Wisdom 
of  Imagination; December 16: 
Transforming Energy. 

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6
The Aurora Public Library 

presents Money Talk$: Developing 
Your Own Investment Plan. This 
is a free monthly discussion and 
education group to share unbiased 
experience and knowledge in 
financial planning. There will be 
a presentation followed by a q & a. 
No financial products or services 
will be offered or sold (directly or 
indirectly). People employed in 
the financial services industry are 
welcome to attend and contribute, 
but not to engage in the promotion 
of  any products, companies or 
services. 7 p.m. Pre-register by 
calling the Adult Information 
Desk at 905-727-9494 x275.

* * * * 
Shirley Feldman will present 

a trunk show of  her quilts (Asian 
influences, miniatures, one block 
wonders) at the monthly meeting 
of  the Moraine Quilt Guild. 
Meetings take place 1 – 3.30 p.m. 
on the first Wednesday of  each 
month in the Norm Taylor Room 
at the Bond Lake Arena (70 Old 
Colony Road, Oak Ridges). Guests 
are invited to attend by paying 
a meeting fee of  $7. For more 
information, call 905-726-3577.

* * * * 
The Aurora Sports Hall of  

Fame will host is Inaugural 
Induction Ceremony Dinner at 
The Mansion this evening. 

NOVEMBER 6 – JANUARY 8
A Bereavement Support 

Group for adults experiencing 
the loss of  a loved one is being 
offered again at Aurora United 
Church. This is an eight week 
program running on Wednesday 
evenings from 7 – 9 p.m. beginning 
November 6 through November 
27, and continuing January 8 
through January 29, 2014. Non-
denominational, free of  charge 
and open to all. For info, call Paula 
@ 905-727-2584 or bereavement 
@live.ca.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7
Holocaust Education Week – 

2013 Holocaust Education Week 
will be marked with a presentation 
at Aurora United Church (15186 
Yonge Street) today at 7 p.m. 
Guest speaker Leslie Meisels will 
share his personal story during 
the Shoah (Holocaust). The video 
“Daniel’s Story” will also be 
viewed. For more information, 
call 905-727-1935.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9
The Aurora Seniors’ Centre 

will host their annual Holiday 
Bazaar today from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
This year’s event will include 
vendors from the Aurora Farmers 
Market, Seniors’ Centre, as well as 
a tea room, bake table and much 
more. It is a great place to do your 
holiday shopping!

* * * * 
The York Region Police 

Male Chorus will hold their 
21st annual “In Harmony with 
the Community” fundraising 
concert at the St. Elizabeth Seton 
Catholic Church (17955 Leslie 
Street, Newmarket) this evening. 
Concert begins at 7.30 p.m. This 
year’s concert features the Ottawa 
Police Chorus, the York-Simcoe 

Men’s Chorus “The Crusaders” 
the Voices of  Wonder Years, a 
children’s chorus from Richmond 
Hill, and the York Regional Police 
Male Chorus. The Community 
Donation from this concert will 
be directed to help the family of  
a four year old boy who has been 
diagnosed with cancer of  the liver. 
Donations will help the family 
with expenses associated with 
his treatment and hospitalization. 
Tickets are $10 and are available 
by calling 905-727-9676, or from 
any member of  the York Regional 
Police Male Chorus. 

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 11
Aurora’s Riverwalk Eating 

Disorders and Wellness Centre 
hosts “Faces of  Recovery”, a free 
“Fireside Conversation from 
7 – 8.30 p.m. at the Richmond 
Hill Public Library (1 Aktinson, 
Richmond Hill). Members of  
Faces of  Recovery invite you 
to join them in conversation 
to speak about recovery and to 
answer questions that may arise 
concerning emotional, social, 
mental, spiritual, physical health 
and wellness in the recovery 
process. Register by emailing 
info@edoyr.com. 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15
Calling all hockey enthusiasts 

to join in the 18th annual 
Hockey Helps the Homeless 
Men and Women’s Fantasy 
Hockey Tournament presented 
by Freedom 55 Financial today 
at the Magna Centre. Enjoy a 
pro-like experience for a day 
playing alongside Maple Leads 
Alumni and Women Pros! Event 
proceeds support local outreach 
organizations that provide 
programs, shelter and food for the 
homeless in York Region. Visit 
hockeyhelpsthehomeless.com to 
sign up.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19
Bonsai Hill Tea House hosts 

an evening of  poetry “17 Dancing 
Penguins and a Whole Pile of  
Donuts” this evening at 6.30 p.m. 
This evening’s performances 
include musician Alex Nugent, 
poets Shoshana Barak, Bob 
Brooks, Deborah Campo, 
Stephanie Davidson, Sterling 
Dillinger, Michael Dwyer, Troy 
Harkin, Dianne Hughes, Michael 
Rowbottom, Linda Squires, 
Dierdre Tomlinson, Malcolm 
Watts, and an open mic for guest 

poets. Performances start at 7.15 
p.m. Limited Seating. 15263 Yonge 
Street, Unit 2.  
NOVEMBER 22 – NOVEMBER 24

The fifth annual  “Special O” 
Holiday Craft Show benefiting 
the Aurora Special Ducks, Aurora 
Dunks, Aurora Eagles Golf  Team, 
and the Aurora Grand Slams gets 
off  to an early start today with 
Wendy’s Holiday Artisan & Craft 
Show at 106 Houseman Crescent, 
Richmond Hill. 10 per cent of  
total sales go to  Special Olympics 
Newmarket-Aurora. Friday, 
November 22: Show opening from 
7 – 9 p.m. with artist reception 
and demonstrations); Saturday, 
November 23 from 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m.; Sunday, November 24, from 
12 noon – 4 p.m. 

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23
Aurora’s Eating Disorders of  

York Region Riverwalk Wellness 
Centres will once again receive 
the support of  Steppin’ Out 
Theatrical Productions today, 
this time with their production 
of  Bye Bye Birdie. Proceeds from 
this matinee performance will 
go towards supporting EDOYR’s 
programs to provide support for 
individuals and families living 
with eating disorders. Tickets 
can only be purchased directly 
through EDOYR for $32 for adults 
and $27 for students at www.edoyr.
com or by calling 905-886-6632. 

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26
Noted wellness expert Dr. 

Joel Wallach will be on hand this 
evening at the Aurora Cultural 
Centre to “enlighten you on the 
steps you can take right away 
to improve your health and 

reverse any potential negative 
consequences. Dr. Wallach’s 
Health & Wellness topics are 
aimed at those who want to reverse 
mineral deficiencies that could 
lead to such health consequences 
as aneurysms, osteoporosis, 
anemia, temporary infertility, 
slow-healing wounds, prolonged 
colds, Alzheimer’s disease, and 
more. For more, call Susan at 905-
960-0216 for information and free 
tickets.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28
The Aurora Cultural Centre, 

22 Church Street proudly presents 
the Reid Jamieson Trio in concert. 
The Vancouver-based artist brings 
his incredible voice, magical way 
with melodies and “sun-struck 
acoustic soul” (The Globe & Mail) 
in an evening of  originals and 
favourite covers. Tickets $25 in 
advance, or $30 day of  concert. 
Doors open 7.30 p.m; concert at 8 
p.m. General admission seating; 
cash bar. Fully accessible venue, 
with an elevator at the north 
entrance. For information, or 
to purchase tickets check www.
auroraculturalcentre.ca, call 905-
713-1818, or drop by the Centre.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30
The Aurora Community 

Band presents its Second Annual 
Holiday Market from 11 a.m. to 
3 p.m. at the Aurora Cultural 
Centre, 22 Church Street. Enjoy 
holiday classics performed by 
Aurora’s own Community Band, 
unique local vendors, and a 
one-of-a-kind raffle, plus Santa 
Claus, special musical guests 
and homemade holiday treats. 
Admission is free.

SENIOR
SCAPE

Jim L. Abram
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50% OFF

$5 OFF
ANY SERVICE WITH

$25 AND OVER

Excludes shirt laundering. 
One coupon per visit. Present with incoming order. 

Cannot be combined with any other o�er. 

Excludes shirt laundering. 
One Coupon per visit. Present with incoming order. 

Cannot be combined with any other o�er.

Crystal WHITE Dry Cleaners

Crystal WHITE Dry Cleaners

Crystal WHITE Dry Cleaners

✄

✄

$10 OFF
Excludes shirt laundering. 

One Coupon per visit. Present with incoming order. 
Cannot be combined with any other o�er.

✄

DryCleaners, Aurora 

Hollidge and Bayview

Excludes shirt laundering. 
One coupon per visit. Present with incoming order. 

Cannot be combined with any other o�er. 
Crystal WHITE Dry Cleaners

✄

ANY SERVICE $40 OR OVER

25% OFF
FORMAL WEAR

Excludes shirt laundering. 
One coupon per visit. Present with incoming order. 

Cannot be combined with any other o�er. 
Crystal WHITE Dry Cleaners

✄

✄

✄

ANY SERVICE FOR NEW CLIENTS

905-841-6969

WE HONOUR ALL LOCAL 
COMPETITORS COUPONS 

www.crystalwhitedrycleaners.ca

*excluding laundered shirts and alterations

*

Crystal WHITE Earn your
airmiles 
sponsor

LOST & FOUND
FOUND – A set of  GM car 
keys in the area of  Baywell 
Crescent, Aurora. Incl. auto-
matic door unlock. To claim, 
call 647-680-8336.

PAINTING HELP

helpUpaint
Quality Custom Work

ON TIME • ON BUDGET
416-606-4662
www.helpupaint.ca

NOT EVERYONE
needs your services all the time, 

but, it you want to be there
when they do... 

Advertise in The Auroran, 
CLASSIFIEDS  

Call: 905-727-3300

SERVICES HELP WANTED

EUROPEAN 
CLEANING LADY 

Lots of  experience  
and references. 

Call: 416-434-6229 

FOR SALE

ViNTAGE 1960s gold 
pair of  gold woven buck-
et chairs. Both in good 
condition. $100 or best 
offer for set of  two piec-
es. Call 905-727-6497.

ONE OF NORTH AMERi-
CA’S LARGEST financial 
services companies is rap-
idly expanding in this area. 
If  you desire a dynam-
ic career with excellent  
income potential, call Ruth 
Greaves at 1-888-240-4767.

CAREER

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

EAVESTROUGHS

Professional 

and repairs 
Guaranteed Results  
Kevin 416-857-7401

LEAFGUARD INSTALLATION
EAvESTROUGH CLEANING 

Simcoe York Group of Newspapers
“A Division of London Publishing”
Your Community Newspapers

POSITION SUMMARY:
Acting as an inside, telemarketing Junior Sales Representative, 
develops and sells commercial advertising space, to current and 
prospective advertisers through regular contact. Operates within 
assigned territory to develop maximum revenue. 

Inside Sales Representative/Telemarketing

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
• Developing territory: Contact with current and prospective clients.
•  All paper work associated with the advertising ordering and billing process 

to be correctly completed and submitted in a timely manner.
• Projects effi cient, confi dent and professional appearance and mannerisms.
•  Responsive to customer needs, identifi es customer complaints and ensures 

all complaints are resolved.

• Perform all other duties as assigned by the Manager.

EXPECTATIONS:
•  Have an understanding of all applicable York Simcoe Group of Newspapers 

and corresponding rates.
•  Must have a good understanding of your territory and clients, 

their potential and opportunities for growth.
•  Is willing to invest the appropriate amount of time required 

to maximize your territory’s potential.
•  Be required to own your own reliable vehicle. Possess good oral 

and written communication skills.

• Have a positive attitude and care about your clients.

DESIRED SKILLS & EXPERIENCE:
• Sales Driven
• Works Well with Deadlines and Budgets
• Great Interpersonal Skills

PLEASE SEND YOUR RESUMÉ TO:
karin@simcoeyorkprinting.com

Deadline: Monday 1 p.m. week of publication.        905-727-3300 ext. 102       Monday – Friday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 

CLASSIFIEDS
150

AURORA 

CAN
ADA’S BIRTHDAY TO

W
N150

Do you love to clean?
• No evenings or weekends
• Travel time, mileage and bonuses paid 
• P/T & F/T positions available
• Training provided 

Visit our website at www.brightenyourday.ca
Call 905 713 3651 or email your resume to 

kathy@brightenyourday.ca 

BRIGHTEN YOUR DAY HOME CLEANING
REQUIRES

RESIDENTIAL CLEANERS

CARRiER ROUTE AVAiL-
ABLE Route E-1, Victoria 
Street, Mosley Street, Lar-
mont Street, Church Street, 
Wells Street.
• Route E-4, Cameron Ave., 
Royal Rd., Dunning Ave., 
Iber Crt., Wenderly Dr., and 
Edward St. Available No-
vember.
• Route B-18, Hollandview 
Trail, Baywell Crescent, 
Stiles Avenue, McMaster 
Avenue. For information 
call 416-505-2770.
• G-7a    Tamarac Trail 
(from Henderson Dr., to 
McClellan Way) and Beatty 
Crescent. For information 
call 416-505-2770.

MOBILE 
MEDICAL 

EXAMINERS 
RNs, RPNs, LPNs, Lab Techs.  

Insurance Services Company  
recruiting in Aurora and surrounding. 

Venipuncture experience required.

Contact: 

careers@watermarkinsurance.com

BODy BREAk commer-
cial folding treadmill. Like 
new. Asking $295 firm.  
905-473-2769. 

 

 

FOR YOUR CLEANING RESOLUTION 
LET SPAR-CLEAN BE YOUR SOLUTION”

Seasons Greetings 
SPAR-CLEAN

 ...and 
So Are 
Your Guests 

Christmas 
is 

Coming...

 DISCOUNT10%
with this ad, refer someone receive additional 10% 

(905) 967-0445 
“privately owned and operated since 1996.”

www.spar-clean.ca

SNOw TiRES ON RiMS. 
Yokohama. 195-50R16-84T. 
$300. 416-725-3206.

FASTEST GROwiNG compa-
ny in the history of  relation-
ship marketing. $100 Million 
our first year in one country 
one product. Be one of  the 
first in Canada. Interested!  
Call 905-503-2770
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From page 4

ASK TOM
Tom Mrakas

Back to  
Baseboards 

AT YOUR SERVICE
A directory of who does what in your community

CROWN MOULDING

CLEANERS

AUTO GLASS

AIRPORT LIMO

ALUMINUM REPAIRS

TREE CARE

REAL ESTATE

STONE

WATER

Consulting I Tree Pruning I Structural Reinforcement
Pest & Disease Control I Soil Enhancement I Tree & Stump Removal

www.advancedtreecare.ca

905.478.2300    toll free 866.478.2301   email@advancedtreecare.ca

CREMATION

MOVING

PAINTER

DENTAL

MEMORIAL

RENOVATIONS

HANDYMAN

GARAGE DOOR  & ELECTRIC OPENERS

NOT EVERYONE  
needs your services all the time, but,  

it you want to be there when they do... Advertise in The Auroran, 
AT YOUR SERVICE DIRECTORY Call 905-727-3300

905-841-6334  

• Aluminum Repairs 
• Door/Window Repairs 
• Downpipe Repairs 
• Eavestrough Repairs 
• Caulking
• Eavstrough Cleaning

40 Years 
Experience

HARRISON

This week, I want 
to address a question I 
received from a reader 
who asked about how to 
change wood trims to a 
painted white finish. 

QualiTy workmanshiP
comPETiTivE PricEs

Specializing in: drywall repairs, 
flooring, tiling, backsplash  

& trim work.  
Small jobs welcome. Free estimates

CGM RENOVATIONS

416-271-7762

to their granddad in appreciation for 
having escorted them on their route.

I am in awe and full appreciation of  
the extensive display of  blown-up large 
size Halloween figures, grave stones, 
lighted skulls, etc., along with the 
beautifully carved pumpkins along the 
way, with, at one point, the youngest one 
insisting on holding my hand walking 
up the driveway somewhat anxiously 
observing the sights and sounds of  
ghostly lit-up figures.

Despite the rain being out there, 
I fully got to enjoy the community 
and neighborhood Halloween festive 
atmosphere and entertainment.

Alex Vander Veen
Aurora 

This is a process that 
requires (yes, you guessed it!) 
good prep work! 

The first thing you have to 
do, aside from clearing the 
area, putting down tarps, etc., is 
removing the sealed finish from 
the trims. Now, most will say 
that all you need to do is scuff  
up the surface to allow the paint 
to adhere to it.  

While this is true, I like to 
remove the finish completely so 
as to make sure that the paint 
can adhere 100 per cent.

The worst thing to happen is 
to do all this work and then have 
the paint scratch off  in places 
where it didn’t really stick. It 
is really frustrating! The best 
thing to do is to do the work at 
the beginning – remove ALL the 

finish.  
To do this, you need to use a 

stripping product to remove the 
finish.  

A word of  warning - be very 
careful and tape up and cover 
your hardwood floors as you 
don’t want to strip the finish on 
the floor!  

After removing the finish, 
it’s always best to give the trims 
a light sand, then you can move 
on to applying the primer. Make 
sure you use an appropriate 
primer. Please do not use 
those primer and paint-in-one 
products as you will end up 
with an unsatisfactory finish.  

You will get a better finish 
using a primer on its own. 

After you prime, you 
will once again sand. If  you 

remember my article on 
painting, you will recall that 
there is a lot of  sanding. Yes, 
it’s a lot of  work, but sanding in 
between coats is what will give 
you that finish that feels like 
glass!

Now, apply your two final 
coats of  whatever color you 
have chosen for your new trim 
and that’s it. Enjoy the beauty 
of  a modern look for your 
baseboards and trims.

Until next week, remember 
a good job, is a job well done! 
Also, if  you have any questions 
or topic suggestions you can 
reach me at www.facebook.
com/anastasisdesign or on 
twitter at @ADesign_build and 
email, of  course, at Anastasis@
anastasisdesign.ca.

Letter to the editor
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